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Abstract
Rethinking Interaction: Identity and Agency in the Performance of “Interactive” Electronic Music

Jacob Kopcienski
This document investigates interaction between human performers and various
interactive technologies in the performance of interactive electronic and computer music.
Specifically, it observes how the identity and agency of the interactive technology is experienced
and perceived by the human performer.
First, a close examination of George Lewis’ creation of and performance with his own
historic interactive electronic and computer works reveals his disposition of interaction as
improvisation. This disposition is contextualized within then contemporary social and political
issues related to African American experimental musicians as well as an emerging culture of
electronic and computer musicians concerned with interactivity.
Second, an auto-ethnographic study reveals a contemporary performers perspective via
the author’s own direct interactive experience with electronic and computer systems. These
experiences were documented and analyzed using Actor Network Theory, Critical Technical
Practice, theories of Embodiment and Embodied Cognition, Lewis’s conceptions of
improvisation, as well as Tracy McMullen’s theory of the Improvisative.
Analyses from both studies revealed that when and how performers chose to “other”
interactive technologies significantly influenced their actions. The implications of this are
discussed in terms of identity formation both within performances of interactive electronic music
and interactive technologies generally.
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Preface and Chapter Summaries
At Google’s May 2018 I/O, the company’s CEO, Sundar Pichai, unveiled a groundbreaking
development in Google’s “assistant” technology called google Duplex. Pichai described Duplex as
designed to help connect customers to businesses. To demonstrate these functions, Pichai nonchalantly
asked Duplex to schedule a hair appointment. Immediately, Duplex initiated a phone conversation with a
human receptionist of an actual hair salon. Throughout the conversation, Duplex performs perfectly. The
receptionist asks a number of questions, trying to clarify the time and services required for the
appointment. Duplex negotiates the conversation convincingly, making logical inferences and responding
with appropriate follow up questions. At the conclusion of the conversation the audience applauds,
marveling at the success of the interaction and, no doubt, the countless minutes they will save with the
new feature.1
In the 21st century, interactions with “intelligent” devices are increasingly commonplace. Absent
novelty, what explains the enthusiastic response from the audience? Simply put, the Duplex virtual
assistant exhibits nothing in the interaction to hint that it is indeed not a human. Its cool female voice,
natural upbeat speech cadence and word choice all adhere to appropriate English language conversational
conventions. A confirmatory “mhm” to the human secretary’s request for a few seconds of time to verify
the schedule strikes the audience as particularly humorous. Duplex’s natural response becomes both
impressive and humorous to the audience, who marvels at the apparent spontaneity and deception. The
human secretary has no idea she is speaking to a computer program. In fact, the interaction is startling
similar to what we expect of an interaction between two humans.
The groundbreaking and incredibly refined technology that powers Duplex certainly contributes
to the perception of the success of this interaction. However, beneath the veneer of highly advanced

1

This demonstration of google assistant can be viewed at the following link from 35:04-37:50

https://youtu.be/ogfYd705cRs?t=2104 .
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technology, Duplex succeeds because it meets the expectations of both the identity and agency of a
human being. But whose expectations? In this instance, Duplex appears to meets the expectations of the
apparently uninformed human secretary as well as those watching the interactions. Underpinning the
expectations from both of these perspectives lie assumptions about the identity and agency of Duplex, as
well as the nature of the interaction itself.
Listen to the conversation again. Note that the incredible computational powers of the system are
described by Pichai as an “assistant” to the human user. This assistant is realized through the accent and
speech patterns of an ostensibly white, urban dwelling woman. In the interaction, the human and nonhuman assistant appear to negotiate the particulars of appointment in relatively neutral manner. No party
is perceivably in control of the conversation… at least from the perspective of the secretary.
The audience observing this interaction appears to a least want the non-human secretary to be
human. The laughter in response to the interjectory “mhm” reveals a slight, if only light-hearted
affirmation of this human response and the human-like identity of Duplex. Yet this laughter reveals an
understanding of Duplex which places the audience in a position of power over Duplex. The audience is
ultimately in control over deciding whether or not Duplex acts appropriately. The source of this power is
drawn from the identities of this audience: designers, developers, and supporters of such technological
developments. This audience knows what Duplex is, but in observing the interaction they allow it to
become human… or something approaching human. Compare this perspective with the human secretary
who unknowingly interacts normally with Duplex as if it were human. Imagine if she were in on the
“joke?” Would her interaction change?
Imagine now, a similar interaction in a musical context. Imagine, for example, a musical system
or computer program designed to improvise with a human musician. Or perhaps recorded music or sound
with which a performer improvises. What expectations and assumptions might the performer have about
these? What identities and agencies are possible of performer and system because of these assumptions?
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What might their “conversations” sound like? And, how might audiences react, perceive, and judge these
interactions?
This document begins to examine these questions within the genres of interactive electronic,
electro-acoustic, and computer music. Capturing the perspective of performers with various technologies
in both historical and contemporary examples will reveal that musical interactions with technology are far
more complex than meets the ear. Such interactions challenge, redefine, and introduce new paradigms for
musical agency, identity, and interactive relationships for both humans and non-humans. Ultimately, these
paradigmatic shifts are relevant not only to musical encounters with interactive technologies. Rather,
these suggest reassessing the implications of how humans interact with technology and one another in the
21st century.
The first chapter will present a brief historical overview of interactivity in several genres of
electronic music in the 20th and 21st centuries. Within this history, a number of identities and relationships
that can exist between humans and interactive technologies emerge. These identities and relationships,
however, are often described from the perspective of those creating or conceiving of these systems. I will
argue that these perspectives influence both the evaluations of and performances with these systems. The
remainder of the chapter builds upon existing theories of evaluating and critiquing electronic, acousmatic,
and computer music to propose a method for more critically and holistically examining musical
relationships between humans and interactive computers/electronics.
Chapter two closely examines George Lewis’s interactive work Voyager (1987) and the works
which preceded it, “The KIM and I” (1979), “Chamber Music for Humans and Non-Humans” (1980),
“Rainbow Family (1984). These works are examined through Lewis’ relationship and engagement with
social and identity politics of the late 1960s through the 1990s in African American and experimental
musical communities. After establishing this context, Lewis’ interactions with these systems are revealed
and analyzed using his writings on his improvisational practice and work with interactive electronic and
computer music as evidence.

4
Using a blue-tooth speaker implanted in the body of a Tenor Saxophone, Ravi Kittappa’s KUBA
creates the possibility for new modalities and methods of interaction. In chapter three, this work is
analyzed to explore embodied interactive relationships between the performer and electronic system. This
analysis will address how the performer’s embodied and kinesthetic interactions can inform their
conception of the “liveness” of the electronic sounds. In turn, a theory of how these interactions can be
understood by performers and audiences is proposed.
Finally, chapter four presents an auto-ethnography consisting of documentation of preparations
and performances with various interactive systems. These included Ben Carey’s improvising program
_Derivations, Ravi Kittappa’s previously discussed work KUBA, and a new work commissioned for this
project, Parable, by Peter Kramer. Each of these works contains interesting identities and relationships
within interactive settings. By highlighting the performer’s perspective in these interactions, the role of
generosity and Tracy McMullen’s concept of the improvisative in the formation of these identities and
relationships will be explored.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Methodology
A History of Electronic Music and “Interaction”
Defining interaction and interactivity in experimental electronic music and media is challenging. 2
The term is presently and historically applied in many electronically and technologically based disciplines
and practices, including:
•

Instruments and synthesis

•

Acousmatic Music

•

Electroacoustic Music

•

Computer Music

•

(New) Interfaces

Each genre assumes subtly different paradigms of interaction based on design and compositional
processes, aesthetic objectives, and connection to previous works. This in turn implies different types of
interactive musical relationships and, therefore, unique musical identities. Over history, many of the
developments within these genres were influenced and adopted by one another. However, examining the
roots and emergence of each of these genres individually reveals the unique character assumed
relationships.3

2

Guy E Garnett, "The aesthetics of interactive computer music," Computer Music Journal 25, no. 1 (Spring

2001): 21-33. This article provides a succinct description of categories and parameters to consider in evaluation.
Many of these are adapted to the methods of evaluation discussed in this chapter.
3

While published in 1997, Joel Chadabe’s Electric Sound: The Past and Promise of Electronic Music

remains an invaluable resource for those wishing to access primary and secondary source accounts of the early
history of electronic music broadly defined. Chadbe’s book offers a history of early technological pioneers,
composers, and performers constructed from over one hundred interviews. Joel Chadabe, Electronic Sound: The
Past and Promise of Electronic Music (Upper Saddle River, N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1997).
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Basic Terms: Interaction at the Interface
Almost all musical electronic or computer systems possess interfaces, or a means by which
human and system can meaningfully interact.4 For humans, the interface often serves as a means to input
information into the computer/electronic system. In most cases, this “input” to the electronic or computer
system will generate new information in the form of an output or feedback. Mapping is the process of
channeling and processing input information through the computer/electronic system to produce an
“output.”
Mapping can be used as a technique to organize various processes in all manner of electronic
instruments to fully automated and autonomous computer driven composing or improvising machines.5 6

Interaction has increasingly been used in new media and other artistic contexts which involve many
performers and/or the blurring of the lines between audience and performers (i.e. Interactive installations and
exhibits). These were not evaluated as part of this document so as to focus on skilled musicians as well as to
mitigate the complexity of multiple actors within analysis. Recent publications from The Proceedings of the
Interactional conference on New Interfaces for Contemporary Music have addressed these multi-actor contexts as
well as “non-musician” identities.
4

The recent emergence of NIME as a stand-alone publication may suggest that concern for interfaces in

design, performance, and discourse is a relatively new phenomenon. While recent discourse about interfaces has
been particularly robust, the concept of an interface is prevalent throughout many of the five genres outlined on page
five, the earliest instances of which date to the beginning of the 20th century.
5

For a remarkably concise and lucid introduction to mapping as it relates to instruments, embodiment, and

musical please consult Atau Tanaka’s 2010 paper, Atau Tanaka, "Mapping out Instruments, Affordances, and
Mobiles," Proceedings of the International Conference on New Interfaces for Musical Expression Sydney, Australia
(2010): 88-93, accessed July 25, 2018, http://www.nime.org/proceedings/2010/nime2010_088.pdf.
6

For a technical description of the mathematical principles underlying several real-time mapping

techniques, please consult: Doug Van Nort, Marceol M. Wanderly, and Philippe De Palle, “On the Choice of
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Additionally, mapping is also a means of describing relationships between input, output, and related
feedback mechanisms. These could be simple, such as a series of direct, independent relationships,
perhaps a simple “on-off” switch. 7 Mapping can also describe deeply layered, complex, and contingent
relationships with significant unpredictability or autonomy.8
Turning to interactions that occur at an interface, modality describes the means and medium in
which human and system receive and communicate information. Like mapping, modality appears as a
both a design consideration as well as a descriptive or evaluative practice for many types of electronic and
computer music. Information is generally transmitted along traditional human sensory capacities
including visual, auditory, and tactile senses. However, these modes of input can extend to those outside
of human perceptual capabilities. For example, infra-red or sub/ultra-sonic frequency detection are not

Mappings Based on Geometric Properties,” Proceedings of the International Conference on New Interfaces for
Musical Expression Hamamatsu, Japan (2004): 87-91, accessed July 25, 2018,
http://www.nime.org/proceedings/2004/nime2004_087.pdf.
7

Andy Hunt, Marcelo M. Wanderley; and Matthew Paradis, “The Importance of Parameter Mapping in

Electronic Instrument Design,” Proceedings of the International Conference on New Interfaces for Musical
Expression Dublin, Ireland (2002): 88-93, accessed July 25, 2018,
http://www.nime.org/proceedings/2002/nime2002_088.pdf. This article details the results of several studies
concerning user impression of various mapping schematics in electronic and acoustic instruments. The authors
conclude that the mapping of input controls to output responses significantly impacts a user’s perception of an
electronic instrument.
8

Joel Chadabe, “The Limitations of Mapping as a Structural Descriptive in Electronic Instruments,”

Proceedings of the International Conference on New Interfaces for Musical Expression Dublin, Ireland (2002): 3842, accessed July 25, 2018, http://www.nime.org/proceedings/2002/nime2002_038.pdf. Here, Chadabe argues that
mapping poorly describes highly complex interactions where various responsibilities and tasks are shared between
performer and computer or electronic system. Instead, he argues that in these instances interaction is best described
in terms of a network.
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infrequently used in advanced modern interfaces. While some systems use one of these methods of
sensing, “uni-modal,” others use multiple “senses,” or a multi-modal approach, to create a more complex
interface. 9

Describing Interactions: Reciprocity, Liveness, Engagement, Intention,
Once the basics have been established (the category, the input and output mapping schemes, and
modality), more nuanced examination can begin. Reciprocity considers the availability and nature of
input and output modalities for both the human and system. For example, if both human and system can
receive or understand input information and generate output information in a certain mode, that modality
could be considered reciprocal. However, in a non-reciprocal modality of interaction, one actor is unable
to perceive input or respond with output in a mode. In interactions where a modality is reciprocal, further
descriptions of the capabilities of each actor within the modality can further define the limits of

9

Multi-modal systems are frequent subjects in recent NIME literature given their novelty, pervasiveness,

and relationship to other recent areas of interest such as embodiment. A brief survey of NIME articles containing a
title with the word Gesture in it results in over 60 articles as of July, 2018. Specifically, working to refine the ability
of systems and interfaces to recognize and interpret human gestures is an area of frequent interest. Some notable
examples from the proceedings of the annual NIME conference include: Garth Paine, “Gesture and Musical
Interaction: Interactive Engagement through Dynamic Morphology,” Proceedings of the International Conference
on New Interfaces for Musical Expression Hamamatsu, Japan (2004): 80-86, accessed July 25, 2018,
http://www.nime.org/proceedings/2004/nime2004_080.pdf. ; Atau Tanaka, and R. Benjamin Knapp, “Multimodal
Interaction in Music Using the Electromyogram and Relative Position Sensing,” Proceedings of the International
Conference on New Interfaces for Musical Expression Dublin, Ireland (2002): 171–176, accessed July 25,
2018, http://www.nime.org/proceedings/2002/nime2002_171.pdf.

9
interaction. As such, these are important factors in describing the relationships and identities which
emerge between humans and technological systems.
In all of these different categories of interactive electronic music, liveness emerges as significant
component of any interaction between a human and an interactive electronic system. Liveness can refer to
many things. However, simply and self-evidently, liveness describes a process which is carried out at the
moment of “performance.” Differences in definitions of liveness emerge concerning what process can
exhibit liveness and the perceptual thresholds for plausible liveness. Such practices are reminiscent of
Turing tests, a popular means by which to determine whether an actor is a human or a computer.10 This
evaluative process often occurs informally in both human performers in interactions and audiences
observing them. It is usually characterized as a desirable quality and is often portrayed as a key
component of meaning making in HCI for both performers and the audience.11

10

The following discuss the use of Turing Tests as a means of evaluating various musical elements:

Andrew Robertson, Mark D. Plumbley, and Nick Bryan-Kinns, “A Turing Test for b-keeper : Evaluating an
Interactive Real-Time Beat-Tracker,” Proceedings of the International Conference on New Interfaces for Musical
Expression Genoa, Italy (2008): 319-324, accessed July 25,
2018, http://www.nime.org/proceedings/2008/nime2008_319.pdf.; Rumi Hiraga, Roberto Bresin, Keiji Hirata, and
Haruhiro Katayose, “Rencon 2004: Turing Test for Musical Expression,” Proceedings of the International
Conference on New Interfaces for Musical Expression Hamamatsu, Japan, 2004, 120-123, accessed July 25, 2018,
http://www.nime.org/proceedings/2004/nime2004_120.pdf.
11

Paul C. Sanden, "Performing Liveness: Musicians, Machines, and Mediatization" (doctoral dissertation,

The University of Western Ontario, Canada, 2008), 23-65. Paul C. Sanden’s dissertation contains an in-depth
discussion of the history of liveness in the mediation of western music traditions, as well as a description of
categories of liveness, please consult. In the opening chapters, Sanden describes seven categories of liveness
(Temporal Liveness, Spatial Liveness, Liveness of Fidelity, Liveness of Spontaneity, Corporeal Liveness,
Interactive Liveness, and Virtual Liveness). These categories are then applied to various genres of western classical
music, including recordings of Bach’s Goldberg Variations, Live Electronic Music, and interactive electronic music.
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Enacting liveness often necessitates engagement. Engagement occurs when an agent devotes
significant resources to a task for a significant period time. What qualifies as a significant expenditure or
resources or time will vary based on the nature and context of the interaction. While this term is often
used to describe performances with computers or NIMES, this concept is also useful evaluating
interactions in other categories.12
Intention describes how an agent perceives and interprets actions as well as events within an
interactive setting. This can refer to internally directed self-awareness as well as an externally focused
interpretation of other’s actions. Often, descriptions of intention are limited to the human performer’s
perception and interpretation of actions by the system. Discussion of a performer’s interpretation of a
system’s intention are, therefore, closely linked to liveness and engagement. 13 Reciprocally, a system

For another account of the performance of liveness, please consult: Steve Benford, “Performing Musical
Interaction: Lessons from the Study of Extended Theatrical Performances,” Computer Music Journal 34, no. 4
(Winter 2010): 49-61.
12

James Nesfield, “Strategies for Engagement in Computer-Mediated Musical Performance,” Proceedings

of the International Conference on New Interfaces for Musical Expression Ann Arbor, Michigan, 2012, accessed
July 25, 2018, http://www.nime.org/proceedings/2012/nime2012_162.pdf. James Nesfield describes engagement
as, “the agent is required by the task domain such that it presents challenges to the agent that consume large portions
of their attention.”
Koray Tahiroglu, Thomas Svedström, and Valtteri Wikström, “Musical Engagement that is Predicated on
Intentional Activity of the Performer with NOISA Instruments,” Proceedings of the International Conference on
New Interfaces for Musical Expression Baton Rouge, Louisiana (2015): 132-135, accessed July 25,
2018, http://www.nime.org/proceedings/2015/nime2015_121.pdf. This article describes HCI systems which were
designed to monitor and record user engagement and at least one case study has suggested that this data can be used
to inform the design of more engaging HCI interfaces.
13

The following are relevant to these issues: Jichen Zhu, "Intentional Systems and the Artificial

Intelligence (AI) Hermeneutic Network: Agency and Intentionality in Expressive Computational Systems" (doctoral
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can read, process, and interpret the intention of performer’s actions. However, this process is less
frequently discussed.

Instruments and Synthesis
In electronic instrument creation and design, interactive typically describes new or novel ways by
which the user of the instrument can create sound or control sound producing processes. Over the history
of synthesizer development, the primary design objective has been to find nuanced and facile ways for the
user to control the sound synthesis process. As such, interaction between humans and the technologies in
this category often resemble those between humans and instruments. This conception is further reflected
in the language used by both designers, creators, and performers of and with these technologies.14
Early electronic instruments such as the Teleharmonium (1898-1905)15 and the Ondes Martenot
(1928)16 used traditional keyboards to control the electronic production of via electronic frequency
oscillators. The Theremin (1920) offered a novel way of controlling the frequency oscillation, with the

dissertation, Georgia Institute of Technology, 2009).; Greg Corness, “Performer Model: Towards a Framework for
Interactive Performance Based on Perceived Intention,” Proceedings of the International Conference on New
Interfaces for Musical Expression Genoa, Italy (2008): 265-268, accessed July 25,
2018, http://www.nime.org/proceedings/2008/nime2008_265.pdf.
14

Christoph Brunner, "A Cultural Approach toward the Notion of the Instrument,” Proceedings of the 35th

International Computer Music Conference San Francisco, USA (2009): 347-350.
15

Joel Chadabe, Electric Sound: The Past and Promise of Electronic Music (Upper Saddle River, N.J.:

Prentice Hall, 1997), 3-8. In addition to being an electronically driven keyboard instrument, the Telharmonium’s
creator, Thaddeus Chaill, also conceived of an instrument which could directly broadcast music over existing and
newly laid telephone cables.
16

Ibid., 12. Maurice Martentot’s instrument also utilized a ribbon and various other input controls in

addition to the keyboard to modify the pitch and timbre of sounding notes.
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performer using their left and right hands to control pitch and volume respectively given the proximity to
two metal rods.
From the 1940s through the 1960s, work with analog synthesizers increasingly shifted from the
simple production of pitches to increasingly refined control over timbre and other expressive qualities.17
Early synthesizers consisted of erudite, room size, multi-unit, modular devices. While these devices often
used a traditional keyboard, pedals, and knobs to control the resulting pitches, many sonic elements were
ultimately governed by a process called patching. In this process, cables and later switches are used to
direct electric signal flow through various modules. Each module modified various elements of the
electric signal, resulting sound including timbre and the envelope or “shape” of the sound. Despite the
reliance on more traditional input methods, unsuccessful experiments with gestural or “optically”
controlled synthesizers were conducted by Donald Buchla in the 1960s.18 By the end of the 1960s,
commercially available devices became more affordable, compact, and user friendly, including Robert
Moog’s Mini Moog which could fit comfortably on a large table.
Advancements in computer technology led to the transition of these analog synthesis processes to
the digital realm. Early digital synthesizers emerged in the 1960s, beginning first with GROOVE,

17

Kyle Devine, “Synthesizer,” Grove Music Online January 31, 2014. Retrieved June 18, 2018, from

http:////www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo9781561592630-e-1002258246.
18

Joel Chadabe, Electric Sound: The Past and Promise of Electronic Music (Upper Saddle River, N.J.:

Prentice Hall, 1997), 147. Buchla later stated in an interview of this optically controlled synthesizer, “The first thing
I built there [San Francisco Tape Music Center] was a device that analyzed the shape of a hand to create a
waveshape-so that as you moved your hand in an optical path and spread your fingers, you’d get a harmonically rich
waveshape, but if you kept your fingers together, you’d get a sine wave, and you could vary the pitch with a
footpedal…This is the wrong way to do it”
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developed by Max Mathews and F. Richard Moore.19 GROOVE was a significant improvement in terms
of efficiency and fidelity of control of the synthesis processes, although the means of human interaction
(keyboards, knobs, buttons etc.) remained relatively unchanged from previous analog systems.
Additionally, for those making the switch to digital synthesis, the computer programming governing the
patching and sequencing possibilities often limited experimentation and reinforced existing musical
norms.20 Throughout the 1970s to the 1980s, however, digital sound synthesis continued to expand along
with the variety of input controls.
Given the nature of the relationships between human and technology in this category, interaction
is often qualified in terms of responsive or expressiveness of the instrument to human control.21 In analog
systems, the instability and unpredictability of the various hardware components was often a source of
frustration.22 In later cultures of analog synthesizer use and performance, this unpredictability resulted in

19

Ibid., 157-163.

20

Ibid., 163-164. Buchla goes on to state the following. His comment about musical “relationships” likely

refers to relationships between musical elements. “I find commercial synthesizers relatively clumsy in the way the
user is given access to important musical relationships. Assumptions are made that are based on the maintenance of
the status quo in music and don’t allow anyone to deviate very far from the established norms. A user interface
includes knobs, pushbuttons and displays, but also includes the software- and I build software to be general and unassumptive about musical structure to allow myself the freedom to make any relationships between gesture and
musical response.”
21

Responsiveness and expressiveness are common themes throughout the three main sources cited. This

has been a particularly important and prevalent issue in NIME since its inception.
22

Joel Chadabe, Electric Sound: The Past and Promise of Electronic Music (Upper Saddle River, N.J.:

Prentice Hall, 1997), 157. “Tuning, in general, was a significant problem with analog technology. Analog
synthesizers were neither precise nor impervious to temperature change…”
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an emergent identity or agency of the instrument. In improvisatory music, this resulted not in an
instrument to be controlled, but as kind of collaborator.23
Music Concrete: Acousmatic, electroacoustic, and “live” electronic music
The ability to record and reproduce sound forever transformed how humans think about and
interact with music. Various means of analog recording technologies emerged rapidly grew in popularity
in the 19th century. However, it was the development and commercialization of magnetic tape in the 20th
century, however, which made a significant impact on “electronic music.”24 The earliest musical
application of this medium was realized Pierre Schaeffer’s musique concrete, or the use of recorded

23

Joel Chadabe, Electric Sound: The Past and Promise of Electronic Music (Upper Saddle River, N.J.:

Prentice Hall, 1997),161-162. In these pages both Emmanuel Ghent and Laurie Spiegel both provide accounts which
describe interactions with GROOVE. While from an earlier period than alluded to in the prose, Ghent describes the
creative output of GROOVE, dubbing it a “musical assistant.” Spiegel describes the ability to “see” new musical
possibilities because of the physical interface as well unseen mappings as well as various computational and
synthesis processes. Additionally, provides a frank and whimsical description of the working conditions at Bell Labs
in the 1970s.
24

Gordon Mumma, Howard Rye, Barry Kernfeld, and Chris Sheridan, “Recording,” Grove Music Online

2003, Retrieved 19 Jun. 2018 from http:////www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/
9781561592630.001.0001/omo-9781561592630-e-2000371600. Although Valdemar Poulsen received a patent for a
magnetic tape designed for recording purposes in 1898, the innovation did not receive wide-spread commercial
success until the 1930s. This was due in part to breakthroughs in the composition of magnetic tape (moving from
solid steel, to paper and plastic tape coated in magnetic compounds) as well as proliferation of electric loudspeakers
capable of producing the sounds.
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“sounds” as the basis for musical works.25 Schaeffer’s Etude aux Chemins de Fer (1948) was the first in a
series which assembled recordings of various sounds to create short musical works.26
Shortly after the premiere of the Etudes, Shcaeffer and composer Pierre Henry collaborated to
produce Orphée (1951) for Soprano and Tape.27 This “mixed” music is perhaps the first example of what
is now commonly called electroacoustic music. In the 1950s and 1960s, the tape or “electronic” portions
of the music often functioned as an accompaniment to the performer or an environment within which they
performed. While not interactive in computational sense, these performances do none-the-less create
relationships between the human performer and the recorded, “electronic sounds. Composers have
exploited these relationships to blur the lines between performer and pre-recorded sound. Notably, Mario
Davidovsky’s Synchronisms series utilizes this technique to create the effect of extending the instrument
through tight coordination with pre-recorded electronic effects. 28
In the 1950s and 1960s, various analogue techniques for modifying and electronic sound signals
in performance became increasingly available. Whether modifying pre-recorded material on tape or the
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Joel Chadabe, Electric Sound: The Past and Promise of Electronic Music (Upper Saddle River, N.J.:

Prentice Hall, 1997), 26. Schaeffer says of musique concrete, “ This determination to compose with material taken
from an existing collection of experimental sounds, I name musique concrete to mark well the place in which we
find ourselves, no longer dependent on pre-conceived sound abstractions, but now using fragments of sound existing
concretely and considered as sound objects defined and whole…”
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Ibid., 26.
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Simon, Emmerson, and Denis Smalley "Electro-acoustic music," Grove Music Online 2001, Retrieved 22

Jun. 2018, from:
http:////www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo9781561592630-e-0000008695.
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A notable example of this effect within this series is Davidovsky’s Synchronisms 6 (1970) for Piano and

Pre-Recorded electronics.
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“live” sound of a human performer, these “live electronics” allowed for more complex musical effects. At
time “liveness” refers to manipulation of sounds in performance by a human agent. However, with the
advent of the use of computers, the term “liveness” expanded to include manipulations controlled by a
computer or program.29

Computer Music: From Automata to Agency
A long history of computing technology stretches back to the establishment of human civilization,
with such inventions as the abacus. From these humble beginnings, the history of computational
technology can be thought of as human thought externalized and quantified.30 Early devices like the
abacus functioned as tools or “instruments” of human thought. Over time, computational processes
became automatized, at first mechanically and later electrically. As a result of this progression, such
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Simon, Emmerson, and Denis Smalley, "Electro-acoustic music," Grove Music Online 2001, retrieved 22

Jun. 2018, from: http:////www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/
gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-9781561592630-e-0000008695. The emergence of the manipulation of tape
music and live sound input from a human performer in the 1960s is often called “live-electronics”. However, John
Cage’s Imaginary Landscapes (1939-1952) used various electronic recording and sound producing devices in
performance. This suggest a conception of “live electronic” music which is somewhere between an Instrumental and
an Acousmatic/electroacoustic conception.
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Michael R. Williams, introduction to The First Computers: History and Architectures, ed. Raúl Rojas,

and Ulf Hashagen (Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press, 2000), 1-16. In his introduction for The First Computers,
Michael R Williams describes the evolution of the word “computer” from its Latin root, “one who computes”, to the
modern reference to “a programmable electronic device that can store, retrieve and process data.”
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devices developed from tools to autonomous machines which possessed emergent identities distinct from
their human creators.31
Advancements in computing accelerated markedly during the 1930s and 1940s, largely spurned
by technological developments related to the World Wars. Most of these advancements were related to
various communications technologies required for other military applications. After World War Two,
this research continued at military institutions but also at major telecommunications research centers. 32 In
the late 1950s and early 1960s, centers such as Bell Telephone Labs, the labs at the University of Illinois
Urbana Champaign (UIUC), and others supported some of the earliest research in computer music.33
Early developments achievements generally manifest in improvements in digital sound synthesis,
programing languages which could “encode” music, and, in turn, programs which could autonomously
generate their own music. Working at the UIUC labs, LeJaren Hiller’s ILLIAC Suite for String Quartet
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Deta S Davis, "Aesthetics in computer music: A bibliography," Contemporary Music Review 13, no. 2.

(January 1, 1996): 147-157. This entry contains a helpful bibliography as well as a short description of various
methods of evaluating interactive electronic music more generally.
Elizabeth Ann Jochum, "Deus Ex Machina Towards an Aesthetics of Autonomous and Semi-Autonomous
Machines" (doctoral dissertation, University of Colorado at Boulder, 2013) Jochum’s dissertation expounds on a
related topics from a non-musical perspectives.
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event in the development of the modern computer. For a long history of computation which details many early
machines, culminating with IBM’s 360 Series (c. 1965), please consult:
Michael R. Williams, A History of Computing Technology 2nd ed. (Los Alamitos, Calif.: IEEE Computer Society
Press, 1997).
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Joel Chadabe, Electric Sound: The Past and Promise of Electronic Music (Upper Saddle River, N.J.:

Prentice Hall, 1997), 108-140. In this chapter “Computer Music,” Chadabe outlines thirty years of computer music.
Pages 108-125 detail the formation of many centers for computer music research.
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(1957) is perhaps the first example of this later automated “computer” generated music.34 In these
algorithmic or automated compositions, a computer would run various algorithmic procedures to produce
information which could be translated into a physical score or audio file. However, in most early cases,
these programs and supporting computers often functioned to make existing compositional processes
more efficient.35
Max Mathew’s pioneering Music-N programs (1957-1968) represent the first sound generating
music programs. With each successive version of the Music-N program (five in total), the program
became increasingly versatile. However, it ultimately functioned as a means for composers to write music
without limits of acoustically generated sounds. Music-N and other early programs had several major
drawbacks. First, did not operate in real-time, meaning the process of creating and sounding music were
conducted at separate stages. Additionally, using the programs themselves were incredibly challenging
and time consuming. 36 In the 1970s advancements in digital sound synthesis allowed for the generation
and sounding of musical information to be carried out simultaneously by one machine.
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Joel Chadabe, Electric Sound: The Past and Promise of Electronic Music (Upper Saddle River, N.J.:

Prentice Hall, 1997), 273-277. While Hiller’s work was largely computer generated, the musical results found in the
final work required a significant amount of human curation. Thus, while most of the computational work was
completed by the computer, the musical results were still, in some way, influenced by human agency.
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Ibid., 284.

David Cope, "Experiments in Music Intelligence (EMI)" Proceedings of the International Computer
Music Association, San Francisco, USA (1987): 174-181. David Cope’s EMI is a more recent example of the
application of algorithmic composition paired with more advanced computing and AI technologies.
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Joel Chadabe, Electric Sound: The Past and Promise of Electronic Music (Upper Saddle River, N.J.:

Prentice Hall, 1997), 108-118. While arguably the pinnacle of the Music-N series, Music V was difficult to use. It
was disseminated in two large boxes on approximately 3,500 punch cards. A multi-pass program, requiring many
steps to convert input specifications to out-put audio files, a process that could take weeks.
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One such device was the aforementioned GROOVE, a hybrid modular synthesizer developed by
Max Mathews in 1967. GROOVE utilized a digital computer to streamline the routing a series of human
inputs to various electronic sound synthesis modules. While containing an interface and often described
as an instrument, many composers who worked with GROOVE describe their encounters with the system
as “interactive.” In this case, the flexibility of the software and ability for the computer to store input
information enabled this characterization, particularly within improvised contexts. Although, technically a
complex synthesizer, the complexity of the possible input controls gave the computer assisted instrument
a unique agency.37
At approximately the same time composers began combining advancements in automated
composition and real-time sound synthesis processes. In 1969-1975 Larry Austin used semi-automated
Buchla synthesizers controlled through a mix of live, automated and user input. The result was a machine
which could ostensibly “improvise” on its own and respond to direct human input via an interface. 38 This
model of an “instrument” with “compositional” agency which was “interactive” and responsive to a
human performer pervaded continued development. In 1967 Robert Moog developed the Coordinated
Electronic Music Studio System (CEMS) which could operate as a means for realizing autonomous and
interactive real-time algorithmic compositions. In 1972, Salvatore Martirano finished his SalMar which
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Prentice Hall, 1997), 157-163. Max Mathew developed GROOVE in 1968 at Bell Laboratories. Joel Chadabe
references numerous works by Emmanuel Ghent as functioning as “compositions” for the GROOVE the
“instrument.” Later, Laurie Spiegel, coming from the world of analog synthesis and tape music, describes an
improvised process with GROOVE that drew upon “real-time” “interactive processes.”
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automated processes which going at once and at different speeds, and I wanted these to interact, so that each process
would interact with another process. My model was improvisation. I had gotten the machine to improvise.”
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functioned in a similar manner, using direct user inputs to manipulate various real-time autonomous
processes.39
In 1976, a young George Lewis was exposed to a KIM-1 computer by David Behrman at Mill’s
College.40 His then radical notions of agency which his interactive computer music compositions would
promote, ran counter to a field which privileged the act of “composition” and direct control over
programs as “instruments.” Lewis’ challenges, however, drew from and expanded upon existing notions
of “interaction” dating back from the earliest days of electronic music.

New Interfaces for Musical Expression: Interfaces as “New” Instruments
New Interfaces for Musical Expression, or NIME(s), represent a contemporary trend which focus
on many of the historical issues highlighted in the previous four categories.41 Often, these interfaces are
described as “instruments” given the primacy of the human as “user.” However, the relationships between
human user and interface/instrument have become increasingly complex. These “new” instruments
generally fall in to the following categories: augmentation (augmented instruments); hybridization
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Prentice Hall, 1997), 286-288.
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Ibid., 299.
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The proceedings from the Conferences for New Interfaces for Musical Expression (NIME), first held in

Seattle Washington as the Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI) in 2001, presents a more
recent perspective on HCI. The primary goal of this publication is to report on new technological developments
concerning “interfaces” found in computer or electronic music. NIME generally presents a more focused perspective
than the older publications which address a greater number of topics. A web archive of all conference papers given
since 2001 one can be found at the following web address: http://www.nime.org/archives/.
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(hybridized instruments); meta instruments; hyper instruments; infra-instruments. 42 In each of these
“new” instrument concepts, the human occupies generally the identity of the user or “operator” of the
instrument. 43 In performance, this identity may not resemble traditional acoustic or even electronic
instruments. Furthermore, these categories often suggest new relationships between performer and
instrument.44

42

These terms emerged as individuals attempted to describe and categorize the instruments they created. In

practice, however, they are often problematic, as their use does not create strict definitions. Rather, they tend to
describe particular features which are not mutually exclusive. Despite these issues, they remain valuable for their
descriptive and conceptual shadings as well as for their historical significance.
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Many discussions of these new conceptions of instruments in NIME conferences often addresses issues

related to performance. Of primary concern appears to be a redefinition of the role and function of a performer.
Additionally, discussions concerned with a more traditional concept of a performer addresses problems of
transferring skills from a more traditional instrument to a modified or new instrument.
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Brigitta Cappelen, and Anders-Petter Anderson, “Expanding the Role of the Instrument,” Proceedings of

the International Conference on New Interfaces for Musical Expression Oslo, Norway (2011) 511-514, accessed
July 25, 2018, http://www.nime.org/proceedings/2011/nime2011_511.pdf.
Studies such as this are generally focused towards understanding how advanced performers approach
learning new instruments, suggesting a sort of performance practice in this domain. While outside of the scope of
this project, there also exists a significant body of literature within NIME concerning beginner or lower skill level
“users” or performers. Most of this literature appears in relation to interactive installations and media art.
Additionally, this “novice” group is popular for case study for evaluating “user” experience in interactive systems.
For further reading, please consult: Sageev Oore, “Learning Advanced Skills on New Instruments,” Proceedings of
the International Conference on New Interfaces for Musical Expression Vancouver, BC, Canada (2005): 60-64,
accessed July 25, 2018, http://www.nime.org/proceedings/2005/nime2005_060.pdf.
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Even with the relative robustness of the previously outlined categories, many other types of
“instrument-like” interfaces exist and often resist categorization.45 Many of these new “instrument-like”
interfaces are often defined as controllers. In most cases, this refers to an “instrument” or means by which
a user can generate input information for a system. As will be discussed, sensors can be used on existing
instruments to create “controls” for electronic sounds. However, new controllers which break free from
traditional instrument concepts are often the subject of NIMES. Underpinning many discussions of these
instruments as well as those that fall into the previous categories are new ways to generate information
from human gesture/s. Here, gesture generally refers to any motion or action created by a body or body
with an instrument.46
Augmentation or “augmented instruments” generally refer to the addition or modification of an
existing instrument or instrument concept. Hybridization or “hybrid instruments” refers to a blending of
instrument concepts or methods of sound production in one instrument. The more closely and recursively
these instrument concepts are integrated, the more “hybridized” the instrument is said to be.47
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Conference on New Interfaces for Musical Expression Vancouver, BC, Canada (2005): 212-215, accessed July 25,
2018, http://www.nime.org/proceedings/2005/nime2005_212.pdf.
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Proceedings of the International Conference on New Interfaces for Musical Expression Baton Rouge, Louisiana
(2015): 271-276, accessed July 25, 2018, http://www.nime.org/proceedings/2017/nime2017_paper0023.pdf. This
provides a good example of hybridity between an acoustic piano, an electronic system which picks up the piano’s
sound, processes it and plays it back in to the “hall” and recursively to the piano itself.
Dan Newton, and Mark T. Marshall “Examining How Musicians Create Augmented Musical
Instruments,” Proceedings of the International Conference on New Interfaces for Musical Expression Oslo, Norway
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Meta-instruments typically have various sensors or input mechanisms added to an existing
instrument concept. Here, meta refers to sort of internal or coexistent quality of systems integration. This
could include inputs which convert acoustic or physical gestures with the traditional instrument in to
MIDI data. In other instances, these systems simply capture or record the input sounds. This information
is then processed and output as sound either via loudspeakers, into the space or, occasionally, back into
the instrument itself.
Hyper instruments greatly extend the ability of a single performer, allowing for complex sounds
to be generated from performer’s physical or acoustic gestures. In most cases, the method of capturing
these gestures does not impede the performer’s natural virtuosity about the instrument. Therefore, hyper
instruments are generally not defined by their ability to retain elements of the acoustic instruments which
inspired them. Rather their design objective is to extend the virtuosity of the performer via electronic or
computer-based processes. In practice, the difference between hyper and meta instruments is small as
both seek to extend the expressivity and flexibility of the performer. The distinction is, however,
important historically as well as from conceptual standpoint.48
The concept of an infra-instrument is a significant departure from the previous instrument
concepts. Infra-instruments have a rigid or limited performance concept which informs their design. Infra
appears to the quality of the system being contained or drawn within an instrument concept, often
reducing certain elements. In this way, elements of constraint and fragility are often expressed in

(2011): 155-160, accessed July 25, 2018, http://www.nime.org/proceedings/2011/nime2011_155.pdf. This article
contains another perspective on augmented instruments focused specifically on the creation and design strategies as
opposed to mapping strategies.
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and Creativity Systems,” Proceedings: 1989 International Computer Music Conference San Francisco, CA (1989):
Pages: 186-190.
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performance as opposed to flexibility or robustness. These systems tend to be more hardware based,
relying on fewer sensors and generally are simpler in design. 49

The Problem with Authorial Identity: Evaluation
The way authors have published about the following topics reinforce certain assumptions about
the role of the human in these interactions. The three major organizations and publications publish
frequently concerning HCI and related issues. 50
These are:
•

The International Computer Music Conference (ICMC)

•

The Computer Music Journal (CMJ)

•

The Conference on New Interfaces for Musical Expression (NIME)

Most of the documentation of the earlier works of “interactive” computer and electronic music
centers on the technical specifications of the system and these systems’ underlying processes. Authors of
these documents are overwhelmingly computer/electronic music researchers writing for their peers.
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John Bowers, and Phil Archer, “Not Hyper, Not Meta, Not Cyber but Infra-Instruments,” Proceedings of

the International Conference on New Interfaces for Musical Expression Vancouver, Canada (2005): 5-10, accessed
July 25, 2018, http://www.nime.org/proceedings/2005/nime2005_005.pdf In addition to a thorough discussion of
infra-instruments, this article also provides useful working definitions for hyper, meta, and cyber instruments.
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Journal (CMJ), first printed in 1977, is a peer reviewed academic journal which publishes quarterly editions.50 The
CMJ with similar topics to the ICMA and ICMC, however its contents are generally curated around more focused
issues. Together, both of these sources present a rather complete perspective on “computer music”. Additionally,
their lengthy publication history has allowed them to serve as records of the evolution of computer and electronic
music.
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Performer’s perspectives were only captured composer or designer/creator of the technology happened to
perform with their creation or recognized the value of the “labor” or work of performing.
As careful observers of the footnotes have already discovered, the issue of interaction is most
prevalent in NIME. Its contributors generally consist of developers of computer music technologies and
musicians who use these technologies. Direct observation of experience with NIMEs are often recorded
as “user” experience. In many instances, users are non-musicians or are interacting with works which are
environmental in nature, such as sound installations. Direct experiences from musically skilled
perspectives are often captured implicitly. This experience is typically documented and authored by
composers or creators who are the primary “users” or performers with their interfaces. These types of
sources offer a unique perspective as performance experience is often coupled with a direct knowledge of
the interface or system.
Authors in academic discourse on interactive electronic music are generally limited to composers
and designers of technology. However, with the emergence and prevalence of the Doctorate of Musical
Arts degree in performance as well as more integrative performance degrees, interpretive guides of
interactive electronic music have become recent popular thesis topics. This is particularly noticeable at
conservatories with well-established electronic and computer music studios (i.e., University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign and University of North Texas).
These documents are typically limited to an analysis of a narrowly focused set of repertoire and
generally written for other performers. Most of these documents include a general chronology of
electronic music. However, the limited scope and critical stance or disposition in chronologies, from any
authorial perspective, problematic as histories. Additionally, the analytical frameworks are more narrowly
focused and grounded in concepts derived from western classical “music” theory. As a result, broader
social and cultural issues surrounding this music, and music technology generally are often underexamined.
Performers and their perspectives are often addressed in research reports and descriptions of
interactive systems. However, certain types sources focus more specifically on the performer’s
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perspective of this interaction. Study of systems which consider both “human” and “computer” as more
equal performing agent most explicitly provided a performer’s perspective. From these sources, many
frame interaction as “improvisation,” or some derivative of spontaneous, collaborative interaction. From
this context, the performance literature focuses on the highly interrelated issues of performing musical
interaction and liveness, engagement. Anecdotes from the earliest history to the present day confirm this
in nearly all the aforementioned “genres” of interactive electronic music.
Why is recognizing these perspectives in music-making and authorship important? Recall the
opening discussion of Google’s Duplex. Remember that observer and interactor’s relationship to Duplex
significantly impacted their perception of the “virtual assistant.” The human’s identity in this perceptual
relationship ultimately defined how they interacted with Duplex.
Applying this same logic to the previous research on interactive electronic music reveals several
important points. First, that musicians of interactive electronic music display attributes of many identities
(performers, composers, technologists, designers, improvisers, observers/listeners etc.) In performance,
these identities are implicitly reflected in how they interact with interactive systems. The best evidence of
this comes from how those who interact with the systems describe or evaluate their experiences.51
When these musicians write about their own experiences or other’s experiences with these systems, they
prioritize and highlight portions of these identities based on their audience. The identity which these
authors highlight reflects the values and aesthetic priorities of their audience.52
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Acknowledging the preceding points, allows for several important possibilities. First, it provides
evidence for many types of analysis (musical, theoretical, social, cultural, etc.) of interactive electronic
music. It also allows for exciting possibilities in all domains of activity surrounding interactive electronic
musicianship. The remainder of this chapter will focus on how the new “evidence” and “methods” relate
to performance or highlight the performers perspective. While not comprehensive, they provide a point of
inspiration for composers, technologists, and theorists to rethink their own unique relationships with
interactive music.

Rethinking Identity: A Synthetic Methodology
Investigating the identity and relationship between human and machine actors in interactive
electronic music requires blending several critical and analytic methodologies. Together, these
methodologies allow for both: a more objective interpreting of these interactions; new ways of
conceptualizing how human actors understand their machine counterparts.
Philip Agre introduced the concept of Critical Technical Practice in 1997 in his groundbreaking
article, “Towards a Critical Technical Practice.”53 During 1970-1990s, Agre observed a lack of critical
and constructive dialogue surrounding computer research and, particularly, AI research. To remedy this,
Agre proposed applying various critical theories to reveal the social and cultural influence of the

preoccupation of analyses of electroacoustic music with the means of “creation” of the work. Garrison provides,
instead, a framework by which to examine electroacoustic works as perceived by a critical listener. Applying critical
literary theories, Garrison’s work focuses almost exclusively on the interpretation of the content of electronic sounds
via listening.
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Technical Systems, and Cooperative Work, ed. Geoffry Bowker Susan Leigh Star, William Turner, Les Gasser,
Leigh Star (Erlbaum, 1997).
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designers of AI systems. 54 In the context of this document, Critical Technical Practice is applied to reveal
social and cultural markers in interactive electronic systems. This stance allows for the analysis of the
interactions between human and machine to be understood, at the very least, as proxies social and cultural
interactions.55 This rethinking of agency, identity, and the socio-cultural implications of various
interactive technologies appears necessary given perennial concerns for the priorities of the methods for
evaluating these technologies.
One such theory which was contemporary to Agre’s call for a critical technical practice is Actor
Network Theory (ANT). While arguably a methodology56, ANT allows for the objective evaluation of the
relationships between related (networked) agencies and things (actors) in a situation or environment. A
typical subject of evaluation of ANT is the agency, or the degree of impact, of actors within the network.
ANT is of value for describing interactions that occur in interactive electronic music because it describes
qualities such as agency objectively. That is, it places no inherent relational hierarchy based on the
identity of the actor; human, non-human, or otherwise. For the purposes of this document, ANT allows
for a more nuanced description of non-human actors, particularly those whose agency is more
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autonomous. It also allows for a description the degrees of agency an actor possesses, far beyond a binary
in which an agent possesses or not possess agency.57

Non-Human Agency:
Rethinking the identities of the actors present in interactive electronic music requires a close
examination of the humans present in these interactions. Specifically, how a human perceives and
qualifies the non-human agency or agencies present in these interactions. For the scope of this document,
this includes considering the five categories or contexts for interaction described at the beginning of this
chapter (Instruments and synthesis, Acousmatic Music, Electroacoustic Music, Computer Music, (New)
Interfaces). These categories describe the non-human performative agency 58 from the perspective of the
performer. Seung-Hye Kim posits that when humans perceive acousmatic music (purely electronic
music), they construct an imagined or hypothetical “performer” (performative agency) to understand the
sounds. In some cases, this agency could be “embodied” or imagined as a human performer with an
instrument. 59 This process occurs as a means to reconcile or understand the “disembodiment” of
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Cathy Lyn Cox’s dissertation presents a thorough exploration of the history of music theory and musicological study
as well as theorization of acousmatic music. Similar to Kim, Palfy, and Sanden, Cox posits the issues of virtuality
and mimesis as central to a listener’s understanding and comprehension of acousmatic music. Her exploration of the
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electronic sounds in performance.60 I would argue that a similar performative agency is constructed by
human actors in interactive electronic music. Thus, in addition to constructing a corporeal conception of
the non-human agency, the human performer must also consider its musicianship as well.61 If the radical
notion of objectivity of evaluating the actors in ANT is taken seriously, then it can be argued that nonhuman agencies construct a conception of the human performative agent as well. This is necessarily
limited by the perceptual capabilities (input modalities) and the embodied status of non-human agencies
in performance.

content, particularly recordings of “natural” sounds and soundscapes in acousmatic, is a notable and informative
difference.
Megan Fogle, "Understanding Electronic Music: A Phenomenological Approach" (doctoral dissertation,
The Florida State University, 2009). This entry presents another similar, yet differently argued position to that of
Cathy Lyn Cox’s dissertation.
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Applying Critical Technical Practice and Actor Network Theory to Performative Agencies
These capabilities should be observed in performance (online), rehearsal (offline) states, and play
(non-goal oriented interaction). Observing interactions in each of these three states allows for the
description of how skills and experience are transferred from play and rehearsal to performance. While
outside the scope of this document, future study should consider how learned skills and experiences from
musical interactions with transfer other interactions, musical or otherwise.
Throughout this document, these capabilities are described through the terms “affordances” and
“constraints.”62 These terms are derived from theories perception and later embodied cognition which
recognize the role of the human body in cognitive processes.63 Similar to ANT, theories of embodied
cognition often function in a descriptive rather than prescriptive or predictive manner. While typically
applied to human actions within various tasks, the language from theories of embodied cognition helps to
aptly describe interactions between agencies. 64An affordance describes what kinds of actions or thought
processes an object can facilitate. Conversely, a constraint is a barrier or limit to certain types of uses of
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the object or thing.65 For example, a saxophone affords a human performer certain actions which they
would not be able to make without it. Conversely, playing a saxophone limits, or constrains, a human
performer to a certain set of actions or ways of thinking.
Describing the capabilities of machine performers is made easier by correlating various input,
output, and processing capabilities to analogous human counterparts. For example, input, output, and
processing roughly correspond to a machine’s senses, responses, and cognition respectively.66 As most
electronic systems are designed in a modular capacity, these discrete modules can be described using the
same affordance and constraint concepts. In terms of the hardware or software a system possesses, such as
synthesizer module, these terms would describe what a system can (affordance) or cannot (constraint) do
because of the synthesizer.
By examining capabilities through affordances and constraints, we can compare and contrast
these between human performer and machine performer. This comparison becomes useful to understand
how these capabilities influence one another in a performer’s process of interacting musically.
Additionally, comparing how these capabilities between human performer and machine can inform
affordances and constrain within musical interactions.67
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Affordances and Constraints: Tasks and Systems
Embodied cognitive analysis considers how the bodily capabilities or resources provided to a
human or machine performer are assembled to engage in or solve a particular problem or task.68 These
capabilities have already been discussed through the limits of sensory perception and the capabilities of
humans and machines. Embodiment is typically evaluated through the following questions:
•

Are the resources available to solve a task used in the solution?

•

How are these resources used?

Here, a musical task is best defined by the structure of musical piece or work concepts (in the
case of improvisation), as well as related aesthetic parameters. These limits can be described through
similar constraints and affordances.
The works studied in this thesis manifest affordances and constraints on a spectrum.
On one end, these are instances in which musical events are completely and extemporaneously created or
improvised. These works are often constrained by general aesthetic limitations and the abilities of a
performer. On the opposite end are instances where material or actions were entirely pre-determined. In
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these instances, the fixedness of the material could be so constraining as to prohibit certain types of
embodied problems and cognition.
For both human and machine, we could then first ask how each defines or qualifies the musical
tasks they encounter? This question pertains to more open ended musical works or tasks, or sections
within works which are more “open-ended.” In these open-ended tasks, we might best describe or analyze
these from the perspective of the affordances or capabilities of the bodies of the actors rather than those of
the tasks. The second question simply reverses the perspective of the previous: how do various musical
tasks limit the capabilities of musical performing bodies.
In terms of affordance of constraint, we can look at this limitation as either an affordance of a
particular set of actions or a constraint in that excludes actions. In certain composed works, we might
imagine a certain task affording a great depth of actions or assemblages of sensory-cognitive resources.
Conversely, an open-ended task which is ill-suited to the capabilities or resources of the body.
An ethnography will allow us to dissect how memory comes in to play in these performances. For
the non-human system, this might be more straightforward, as we can simply download information or
record various discrete processes. For humans, the ethnographic technique will allow us to explore
various patterns and trends related to how different kinds of memory function in performance with these
systems. In this way we will need to understand how the trained responses on the part of a human
performer manifest and how untrained responses were transferred.
These same analytical frameworks are not exclusively applicable to a human centered view of
interaction. As all non-human interactive agents are in some way designed by humans, we must use the
previous steps in analysis to consider what the system is and how it interprets the human actor’s actions
as a product or proxy of its creator’s intention. Exploring this concept of “reading” socio-cultural bias in
design technological systems is currently regaining popularity. However, its roots go back to the age of
voyager and the emergence of interactive digital/electronic systems.
In this way, this thesis borrows from the work of George Lewis, Philip Agre, and others to look
more closely at how certain socio-cultural power structures are un-intentionally or intentionally embed in
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such systems. While this may seem a tangent to our focus on the performer, knowing the extent and
visibility of these influences will, in effect, serve to qualify the “character” of a piece. In a more
metaphorical way, this kind of imprint can serve as another type of “memory” for these non-human
agents in that they store information which is contextualized in a way that could be relevant and
intelligible to human users.69 The best example of this might be in terms of aesthetics. Most artistic
endeavor are governed by an aesthetic, or system of values, which both defines tasks for interactions and
the criteria for their evaluation. As hinted at with the description of aesthetic tasks, this driving force can
occasionally exist isolated from external socio-cultural forces, however this almost never the case.

Performed Power Dynamics: Agency in Interactive Electronic music
Agency is another metric by which we can assess the quality of the interaction that occurs
between a human a non-human performer. For our purposes, agency describes how freely the various
actors are able to enact various actions in two contexts.
The first being the quality and amount of agency present within the affordances and constraints of
the system governing interactions. The second being the quality and amount of agency present within the
actual interaction between the two actors within this system. By observing agency in this manner, we can
imagine a number of different types of power relationships that possible in a performance or processes
leading to a performance. Relationships which fall between axes of equal or unequal power structures;
where both actors have quantitatively and qualitatively equal or proportionate agency and unequal or
disproportionate agency respectively.
Relationships may also demonstrate degrees of rigidity or flexibility in terms of their power
structure. More broadly, we may also see the axes of rigidity or flexibility play out in terms of the
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definition of roles which each actor plays. While these roles may inherently impact the expression of
power structures within interactions, identifying these as a separate layer allows for an analysis or
characterization of identity. Again, this allows for an extension of the socio-cultural influences identified
in the primary analysis to be analyzed in this context. Finally, we might use the reciprocity of modality of
interaction as way to describe the agency possessed by each actor within a specific kind of interaction.
Finally, it has been implied that the human holds significant power in this characterization of a
non-human actor’s abilities, identities, and overall function. The kind of accurate or inaccurate
characterizations of systems might seem to correspond to a heightening or diminishing of the value of a
performance. However, there are instances when these characterizations might lead to another expression
of a power relationship. In some ways, the intention or interpretation by the human performer of the
agency of the non-human actor is one of the most substantial aesthetic tasks that will be analyzed in the
upcoming works.

Conclusion:
In this chapter, five historical categories of interactive electronic music have been identified. It is
argued that within each of these categories that the roles of the human performer and the machine
performer are often defined by the creators of these technologies and composers in technical descriptions
of their work. While critical analyses were present within this body of writings, substantial discussion of
the various forces (social, cultural, political etc.) are under-privileged, particularly as these relate to the
enacting and reception of performances. To address this, it is argued that blending elements of Critical
Technical Practice and Actor Network theory would allow for a more nuanced description of interaction.
This is used to reveal the perspective of the human and non-human performers, particularly in terms of
their identity, body, agency, and labor during a performance.
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Chapter 2: Early “Interactivity”: A survey and analysis of the “work” of George E. Lewis
Introduction:
Any academic discussion of interactivity in electronic music would be incomplete
without addressing the work of George E. Lewis. His career has been characterized a diversity of
interests which would make him exceptional in nearly any individual field. This chapter,
however, will focus on his pioneering work with computers in the context of improvisation.
Lewis’ contemporaries in the 1970s and 1980s, such as David Behrman among others
discussed in the first chapter, were directly and indirectly working on interaction as composers,
technologists, and performers. In this context, Lewis can be viewed as a part of a large, diverse
group of community of individuals interested in interactivity during this period. Where Lewis
differs, however, is in his extensive writings and efforts to contextualize his work on interactivity
within historical and critical movements. In these writings, the manner in which Lewis describes
himself, the technologies he creates and interacts with reveal a unique perspective.
Many histories of electronic music portray technologists, composers, and performers as
instrumentalizing their creations both in writing and performance. In doing so, these individuals
arguably perceive their creations as creating new means to exert control over various processes.
In the five categories outlined in the first chapter, this control is typically achieved by more
closely integrating a human user with technology. Lewis’ performance identity, however, is not
necessarily defined by an extension or an “integrative” relationship with technology. Rather,
Lewis actively attempts to retain his individual identity and his works demonstrate what he calls
a performed relationship between humans and “non-humans.” In this type of performance
relationship, the human and non-human actors are characterized by their separateness,
individuality, and agency.
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Lewis compares this performance relationship to improvisation, often describing it as
dialogic, or mimicking elements of conversation. 70 The significance of this disposition cannot be
understated, particularly in the context of Lewis’ recent writings on the history of African
American experimental music, improvisation, as well as cultures of new media and technology.71
Specifically, these cultures include the Association for the Advancement of Creative Musicians
(AACM) from 1965-1980 and the community of interactive electronic and computer music
culture found at Mills College and in California more generally from the 1970s to the present
day. Examining Lewis’ relationship to each of these cultures reveals their influence in both the
creation, performance, and critique of his interactive electronic works. More closely examining
these influences facilitates a deeper understanding of Lewis written and artistic oeuvre. Broadly,
this demonstrates the importance of examining the social and cultural contexts which produce
interactive electronic works.
Discovering the roots of the kinds of interactive works Lewis created in the 1980s
requires examining the experimental movements in the United States and Europe from the 1950s
through the early 1970s. In his critical writings published since the mid-1990s, Lewis pointedly
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addresses a number of issues which can be seen as a continuation of a number of ideological
concepts which gained traction during this period. Chief among these is the examination of
African American identity through historic and modern social, cultural, and economic structures
during this period.72 Lewis’ implicitly addresses this through his histories of African American
experimental music culture: A Power Stronger Than Itself (2008) and “Experimental Music in
Black and White: The AACM in New York, 1970-1985.”73 Additionally, Lewis presents critical
reading of the ethnic, social, and economic issues found in both of these articles in,” Improvised
Music After 1950, Afrological and Eurological Perspectives.”74
In these writings, Lewis portrays the AACM as a musically focused version of then
contemporary African American community organizations.75 These community organizations are
historically endemic to African American life after the civil war, but were particularly prominent
in the decades preceding and during the civil rights movement. In all eras, African American
community organizations sought to ameliorate the social, economic, and political conditions
created by structural racism through collective self-help. Lewis argues that such systems of
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organization and values permeated the music of these communities, and was strikingly evident in
communities which sought to create “original,” “new,” or even experimental music. As a
member of the second wave of the AACM, Lewis exemplifies an individual “enculturated”
within these values.76 Furthermore, he has championed their histories and values in recent
decades through his scholarly and artistic work.77The following summary of Lewis’ history of
the AACM highlights stories and values pertinent to his work. Particularly, how the identities
and musical activities of composer, experimental musician, and improviser were articulated by
African American individuals and communities in relationship to “others.”

Historical Context: The AACM and Lewis
Founded on May 8, 1965 on the south side of Chicago, the AACM was formed by a
group of African American experimental musicians frustrated with trends in the social and
economic infrastructure which supported “Jazz.” In an interview, John Shenoy Jackson and
Muhal Richard Abrams stated, “The AACM intends to show how the disadvantaged and
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disenfranchised can come together and determine their own strategies for political and economic
freedom, thereby determining their own destinies.” 78
Jackson and Abrams had good reason to feel disenfranchised socially, politically,
economically, and, as a result, musically. During the 1960s, economic conditions deteriorated
significantly for African American communities. An indifferent dominant (white) socio-political
culture led to a slide in the quality of important public social institutions such as schools. Most
important for our discussion of music, this economic downturn resulted in the mass closure of
Jazz venues, particularly in African American neighborhoods on Chicago’s south side. Beyond
the obvious impact to the African American musical community at large, this was particularly
damaging to the “vanguard” of experimental musicians who would form the AACM. For these
musicians, this reduction in venues heightened the impact of the appropriation of Bebop by
mainstream, white culture.79
Most histories of Jazz in the 1950s document the emergence, growth, and eventual
popular acceptance of bebop. The up-tempo renditions of classic dance form songs were music
by and for musicians, allowing for the cultivation of a radical, collective generated, and
improvisatory individuality. Predominant historical narratives of Jazz often note “cutting”
contests which were critical to the formation of the genre. These kinds of descriptors often imply
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a kind of cut-throat, competitive atmosphere which is hardly portrayed as communal. 80 Viewed
from an African American perspective, however, such gatherings more likely functioned a
collective means of transmitting information, critiquing new ideas, and, broadly, enculturation.
These values are in fact more likely, as they are consistent with contemporary African American
socio-political values and structures.81
This was not the only distinctly “African” feature of the genre according. The discipline,
focus, and practice which bebop required was directed towards the generation of an individual’s
unique sound. In his later writings, Lewis frequently addresses this concept in terms of West
African spiritual or animist conceptions of instrumentality.82 However, this could be further
extended to various drum languages and means of communication which pervade much of
African music, but particularly West African Music.83 This last point is particularly notable
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given that the transatlantic slave trade drew heavily upon the peoples from the coastal regions of
West Africa, thus causing an implicit dominance of this cultural group’s practices in African
American culture.
As the 1950s progressed, the racial identity of bebop began to shift as it gained more
mainstream acceptance via record contracts, radio, and other media attention. More progressive
elements of the community, particularly the group of musicians who came to be associated with
Free Jazz, saw these changes as a threat to their agency and autonomy musically, sociopolitically, and economically.84 This trend was not limited to music during the 1950s and 1960s.
This period was marked by rising unemployment rates in black communities, resulting in
diaspora and the ghettoization of many black neighborhoods. Furthermore, new laws and
practices at local and national levels resulted in a widespread increase in political
disenfranchisement.85 All of these national trends were felt particularly strongly in Chicago’s
South Side.
Thus, the earlier statement from Jackson and Abrams referenced earlier concerning the
goals of the AACM represent a response to direct and local concerns. For the purposes of
analyzing Lewis’ works, the responses by AACM to these issues during its first fifteen years
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provide crucial cultural information. Specifically, the records of initial AACM meetings, press
materials, critical reception in various publications, and educational outreach programs
demonstrate how autonomy, agency, and individuality within heterogeneous collectivity are
expressed.
What is immediately evident in all documentation of AACM activity is an attempt to
foster the development of a community of artists over a specific musical aesthetic. Transcripts of
these initial meetings and later interviews with attending members note that these discussions
were largely centered around supporting original, individualized, creative, and often improvised
music.86 Critical reception and even publicity by the AACM would adopt a variety of aesthetic
markers which would distance it from Jazz and implicitly align itself with tenants of the panEuropean avant-garde. However, despite these attempts by the AACM and others to create such
consolidated associations, the core mission of the group to support a heterogeneous collective of
musicians, each with a unique “sound” or aesthetic, remains intact to this day.
Of particular interest is how the AACM provided instruction or a method of enculturation
in to its membership. Shortly after its creation, members opened a school offering instruction,
and high-quality instruction at that, to black youth in Chicago.87 The philosophy of this school
extended of the authentic values of bebop culture. It also offered a homogenous environment
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absent of the hierarchically dominant pan-European perspective.88 Ultimately, these
environments provided a space where a self-defined version of black, musical identity could be
formed outside of the controlling strictures of pan-European ideals.
Lewis’s formative musical experiences were both embedded and removed from the
cultural forces which the AACM addressed. Born and raised on the south side of Chicago, Lewis
father was interested in electronic and Jazz, perhaps foreshadowing his son’s career. In 1961, he
was admitted to the University of Chicago Lab School with the support of an early teacher, Miss
Vinning.89 During this time he began playing trombone, participating in the lab school’s concert
band and orchestra while also taking classical lessons with University of Chicago graduate
students. As he progressed through his secondary schooling, he took an interest in Jazz,
particularly John Coltrane. On a gap year from studies at Yale, Lewis describes his initial
encounters with several AACM members leading to two performances in the summer of 1971 at
the Pumpkin Room on the south side of Chicago and then at McCormick Place. This experience
led to his attendance at the aforementioned AACM school for theory classes and his eventual
appointment to secretary of the AACM.90
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Lewis eventually completed his studies at Yale, earning a degree in Philosophy. Autobiographical anecdotes from this period indicate a deep involvement with musicians closely
affiliated with the AACM and experimental African American music more broadly as well as
more Eurologically aligned technologists and experimentalists.91 Lewis describes a recording
session in 1975 in which he and other AACM member were assembled for Anthony Braxton’s
recording session for his album Creative Orchestra Music 1976. This initial encounter appears to
have exposed Lewis to the aforementioned network of musicians, including Richard Teitelbaum
and David Behrman. The former, an important early user and performer of the synthesizer,
introduced Lewis to the Moog synthesizer around this time. The latter, would come to be a
profound influence in Lewis’s work with computers. His affiliation with Braxton continued and
led to a particularly memorable duo performance in 1976 in Moers, Germany.92
During Lewis initial involvement the AACM and throughout its history, the issue of how
the group’s music was classified was a perennial and critical topic. Access to these venues in
major cities (Chicago, Paris, and NYC) and authentic reviews of their concerts by critical
publications relied heavily on fitting into defined musical archetypes. In this case of AACM
musicians, defining their music in terms of various sub-genres of jazz or experimental European
“classical music’. These labels posed problems for AACM musicians who frequently “crossed
the border” from avant garde jazz to “pan-European classical music.” Despite the similarity
musical lineage and superficial aesthetic features as Jazz, expressing a radical experimental
identity distinguished the music of AACM musicians from popular strains of Jazz. Instead,
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AACM musicians aligned themselves with from other progressive jazz idioms, pan-European
classical/experimental music, and other “border crossing” musicians more generally.93
Thus, in the late 1960s through the 1970s, the AACM concerned itself with establishing
the legitimacy of experimental African American composers who existed outside of the binary
between Bebop and European experimentalism. This effort fought against both the efforts to
generalize African American musicians as Jazz improvisers and erode the assumption that
composers and experimentalists were white and of pan-European decent.94
In using the data from reception and performance histories, Lewis that the members of
the AACM faced several barriers. First, the music and musicians of the AACM often did not fit
in to established centers for institutionalized music. Their music was not “jazzy” enough to
capitalize on the growing number of venues and subsequently capital for mainstream jazz.
Conversely, the music and musicians were generally not accepted in more progressive venues for
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composed music. Finally, black critics were quick to question the authenticity of the AACM’s
claim that their music was African American. Theses critiques questioned how an authentically
black music could draw so heavily from European elements and ideals.95
As these issues of identity were negotiated by members of the AACM, a dynamic
approach to identity emerged. This approach was manifest in the language used by individual
members as well as the AACM in various situations to highlight specific aspects of their music
and identity. This approach differed slightly between two specific circumstances: when the
individuals or group was conducting internal discussions and dialogues; or when the collective
communicated with people or groups outside of the collective. In both instances, this approach
identity allowed for heightened sense of autonomy and agency to be achieved.
This approach to identity formation can be found: in the original meetings of the AACM,
the school, or even some of the performing ensembles comprised mostly of AACM members. In
these situations, most of the people present strongly identified with an Afrological or, in this
case, African American identity. Here, the dialogue and language used tended to reflect a valuing
of difference, independence within a quasi-democratic system of organization. Such language
and verbiage would freely and implicitly express Afrological values. reflect a desire for a
diversity which is consistent in the history presented by Lewis. Extending this argument, as
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noted before, this pattern connects to a larger contemporary pattern of African American selfadvocacy groups.96
What emerges is an environment where certain unifying, homogenizing, and equalizing
characteristics of the collective allow for an exploration of otherwise suppressed facets of
musical identity. The language Lewis uses to describe this connects him to specific philosophic
tenants of Hegel and Deleuze.97 Generally, this blend of philosophic concepts asserts that
humans are able to define what something is and does, identity in this case, by comparing it to
something else. Under these philosophies, as distinct identities become more similar, new ways
of describing their differences must be found. AACM, it is clear that a group of relatively
homogenous setting would allow for more unique identities to emerge.
Where these two philosophies differ is in their conception of to what “end” this process
of identifying differences is directed. In the Hegelian model, these processes are focused towards
an “end goal” after which change ceases. In the Deleuzian model, these processes are not
directed towards any particular goal, reflecting 20th century scientific developments in genetics.
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Those looking to explore these concepts further and in considerable depth should investigate Difference et
repetition by Gilles Deleuze and The Phenomenology of Spirit Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel.
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The AACM facilitated the development of the identities within the group’s members as
an undirected process mediated by shared values and processes of the collective as a whole. This
is found specifically in the group’s mission to advance the work of “creative musicians” and not
“creative music.” 98 The distinction is subtle, but reinforces the group’s previously stated aim
supporting the means of production, or process of making music as opposed to the “end”
aesthetic goal or musical product. Such a process arguably could only take place within the
homogenous racial setting which the AACM provided. This analysis confirms and supports
Lewis’ assertions of the AACM’s heterogeneous identity.99
When the AACM interacted with those not part of the group, however, they shifted their
language to reflect a unified, collective identity. As noted earlier, the press releases of the
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AACM often used language which sought to distance itself from the “mainstream” conceptions
of African American music. This allowed the AACM to distinguish itself from the singular
narrative of Black and African American musicians as only capable of Jazz and related styles of
improvisation. However, this caused the AACM to align themselves with movements which
were in part foreign. 100 Referring back to the aforementioned philosophic paradigms, this might
be described as a process of identifying difference which has an end goal. For our discussion of
computer music, this serves as a potent model for interactions between humans and interactive
systems when different identities and roles are established and compromise is present.
The ability to construct and create more specific, authentic identities goes far beyond
simply gaining control over aesthetic labels. Lewis notes several transcripts of AACM meetings
from the 1970s where a discussion of whether or not the musicians should consider themselves
“composers” or “improvisers.”101 Lewis characterizes these as efforts to creolize, or complicate
by the introduction of Afrological values, the Eurological notion of composition.102 Beyond
simply challenging the conception of composition, this had economic implications. Given the
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relative lower socio-economic value placed on the processes of “improvisation” and the higher
value placed on “composition,” the members of the AACM had reason to draw this difference.103
This closer and philosophically grounded reading of identity formation within the AACM
provides useful contextual information in two instances. First, such conceptions and concerns
underpin much of Lewis’ writing and scholarship represented in this section and others in this
chapter.104 Second, these philosophies underpin many of the models of interaction which Lewis
and his contemporaries were experimenting with in the 1970-90s.
How does any of this have anything to do with interactive computer music? Considering
interactive electronic and computer music as social, it follows that the music and musicians
playing it are informed by “real world” models of sociality and identity. George Lewis was and
remains very involved with the AACM as well as constructing the group’s history. The
aggregate of Lewis’s writings and artistic output related to improvisation and the history of the
AACM are thus synthesized in his work with interactive computer music, particularly
improvised music. Lewis makes this argument repeatedly in relation to Voyager and the series of
works leading up to its creation. This ethnographic, theoretical, and artistic work heavily
influenced subsequent scholarship, particularly interdisciplinary scholarship, in fields studying
improvisation.105
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The most valuable and immediate product of this manner of observation is how it
explains the contents literature cited in the first chapter. The sources cited in the first chapter, as
a whole, demonstrate little evidence for non-instrumental or non-human-centered interactivity.
This is best explained by the observation that conceptions and frameworks for human computer
interaction are derived largely from pan-European ideals of musical and general cultural
sociality, which privilege the individual over the collective. Conversely, Afrological identities,
particularly African American identities in the 1950-1980s, demonstrated musical Lewis
explicitly and implicitly makes this case throughout the totality of his scholarship and history of
improvised and experimental music. The contents of the literature review confirm his firsthand
observations and research.
How does any of this relate to this particular study of interactive electronic and computer
music? At a superficial level, it proves and obvious point: that different cultures have different
conceptions of musical interaction. Therefore, understanding the culturally specific practices and
logic behind this music is important. Most importantly, it confirms that performers behave
differently depending how they perceive themselves as well other partners, human or otherwise,
present in performance. This extends to and informs:
•

How performers conceive of notions of hierarchical power structures, or networks in
performance.

•

How performers conceive of agency (centralized, distributed).

•

How performers do or do not “belong” in performance (notions of similarity, difference)

•

The perceived flexibility of the state of any of the previous.

•

Ultimately, the reality and consequence of performed interactions (ethics).
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Contemporaries: Trends, Contexts, and Facilitations
The history of the AACM emphasizes the diversity of perspectives involved with
experimental, non-technologically interactive, and improvised music after 1950. Circumstances
are similarly diverse and complex within computer music in the 1970-80s. While Lewis certainly
is an important figure, other composers and technologist were interested in similar themes and, in
many ways, paved the way for Lewis’ own work.106
Before the emergence of the computer, however, “live electronic music” in the late 1960s
and 1970s functioned as a progenitor to the interactivity found in computer music. Systems
developed during this period exhibit elements of the automata and instruments categories
discussed in chapter one. Their “liveness” was highly contingent upon the presence of a
performer, with limited agency to impact the performer. The aesthetic of interaction which
emerged in the late 1970s and 1980s was a significant departure from imbalanced power
relationships and reactive “liveness.” This was largely facilitated by the emergence of more
powerful and affordable computers. Facets of these shifts are demonstrated within the works of
Joel Chadabe and David Behrman.107
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Joel Chadabe is an important early figure working from Eurologically informed
perspective. His work in computer music in the 1970s builds upon an existing trend called
algorithmic composition. In this method, musical material is generated by a mathematical
procedure or algorithm. Early examples of this method of composition produced data which was
translated into notated musical material or, after the development of synthesizers, played by the
computers themselves. In this second example, it is important to note that the act of
“composition” and the act of the computer “playing” the music were initially distinct acts.
Technological advancement eventually allowed for these processes to be conducted at the same
time or, in real time composition. These advancements facilitated Chadabe’s work in which can
be thought of as “real-time” interactive composition. 108 In certain circumstances, interactive
reflects the ability for a composer or “user” to add external, influential, input to the system or
change certain parameters. Early systems were not incredibly portable and expensive, however,
the introduction of eight-bit micro-computer systems, allowed for increased portability and
economic accessibility.109
Lewis credits David Behrman multiple times as being highly influential in introducing
and guiding him through the early process of learning to work with and program computers.
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Behrman’s well documented work with electronic music began with hardware, circuit based
music as part of the Sonic Arts Union (Gordon Mumma, Robert Ashley, and Alvin Lucier).110
The Sonic Arts Union saw this homegrown, DIY technological approach as a kind of
“composition.”111 Before his encounter with Lewis, Behrman explored interactivity with a series
of works in 1975 including: Voice with Melody Driven Electronics, Cello with Melody Driven
Electronics, and Trumpet with Melody Driven Electronics. Each of these works uses pitch
sensors, linked to switchboards which change the sounding electronic sounds once a vocalist or
instrumentalist sounded a specific pitch.112 Shortly thereafter, Behrman began working with
computers, specifically the KIM-1, to create a more complex and intelligent version of the circuit
boards with which he had previously worked. This resulted in the creation of the On the Other
Ocean (1977), for computer, six pitch sensors, homemade synthesizer, flute, and bassoon. Given
Behrman’s previous work, this attempt to give the electronic system more agency appears a
direct attempt to create a more egalitarian model of human-non-human musical interaction.113
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Observing Lewis’ writings and objectives with his own series addressing interaction, it is
difficult not to notice the echoes of Behrman’s work and way of conceptualizing human and nonhuman musical interaction. First, the work of both individuals demonstrates a belief that
improvisation is the nexus of interaction for humans and non-human musicians. Second, it links
Lewis to the prevailing anti-establishment technological views present at Mills college and those
associated with it. Lewis asserts that these values were widely expressed in the prevailing
musical technological culture in the Bay area from the 1960-80s. His description of this culture
highlights aesthetic values of non-hierarchical organization which facilitate a collaborative and
conversational environment. In this way, much of Chadabe, Behrman, and later Lewis’ work
exhibited the qualities of a social environment which was indeterminate, and non-hierarchically
organized at the most fundamental structural level.114
This type of work on musical human-computer interaction often occurred in other
smaller, humbly funded institutions, often progressive academic institutions. While this did
create certain financial limitations, it afforded the musicians and technologists who worked with
relative artistic freedom. The values of these environments differ significantly with many post
Second World War research centers, which generally supported military applications and later
larger commercially oriented civilian projects.115 These various research centers notably included
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such institutions as Bell laboratories, among many others. Throughout the middle and late 20th
century, these institutions supported the development of many technologies which would
ultimately allow for the development of sophisticated computer music.
Commercial and military centers employed people from various different backgrounds
towards projects which did not necessarily need to have practical applications for the company’s
primary objectives. Taking musical interaction with technology as an extension of the social and
designed with specific end goals in mind, the stark contrast between these two environments and
Lewis’s affiliation with the Bay area community is striking. While beyond the scope of this
study, it would be interesting to observe the nature and histories of the musical technologies
developed within these contexts. Particularly to compare them with the kinds of technologies
developed in areas where funding was less contingent on certain end goals such as military
applications or commercial telecommunications.116
The influence of Bay Area musical technologists, however, manifests strongly in Lewis
discussions of his work as an improviser and technologist. First, his history of this community
focuses on how its influence manifests in other works, and compares these works favorably to
his own musical and technical practices.117 Furthermore, the language Lewis uses to describe his
own practice exhibits the aforementioned aesthetic values of conversational, social spaces,
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privileging the equity and value of all participants. Blending this influence with Afrological118,
socio-political values of the AACM, provided the context needed for a unique disposition
towards technological partners. Furthermore, this also serves describe actual and theoretical
identities and interactions in electronic/computer music.
Similar to the AACM, the Bay community was important to both Lewis’ early
development as a composer and technologist, but has remained important in his scholarship.
Lewis’ article “From Network Bands to Ubiquitous Computing,” he traces the ideological
development of several key figures from this community to present theories related to “new
media.”119

Proto-Voyages: Developing Voyager
Lewis’ work with computers began with a visit to Mills College in 1976 where David
Behrman introduced him to the KIM-1. He cites this moment as being transformative despite
initial frustration in working the computer. 120 From these encounters Lewis wrote a number of
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compositions in the decade prior to Voyager which included or featured a computer. These
include The Kim and I (1979), Chamber Music for Humans and Non-Humans (1980/ Roads
1985) for computers and improvising musicians, Minds in Flux (1980) for tape, A Friend (1980)for dance and tape, Homage to Charles Parker (1980) for electronics and instruments, Unison
(1978, revised 1982)- soloist and score following interactive program, and Rainbow Family
(Davoud, 1984, Ouvry-Vial 1992).
During the period in which Lewis was most focused on interaction, he described Voyager
as part of series including both Chamber Music for Humans and Non-Humans and Rainbow
Family. In this series Lewis attempts to create a “non-hierarchical interactive musical
environment which privileges improvised music.”121 Retroactively it is difficult not to read these
works as a progression or development towards Voyager. Each of these works, however, belie
Lewis’ unique conception of interaction with technological actors. Particularly, interaction
conducted through the creative acts of performing and programming improvisation.
At the time of their creation, many of George Lewis’ early interactive or networked
computer/electronic works were written in the programming language known as FORTH.122

and so I got a KIM-1 and started to learn how to program it…I looked at the programmer’s manual. My first
question was “Why do I have to read this book?” It was frustrating, tedious.”
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FORTH had been in existence since the early 1970s and was touted as a: high level language123,
an assembly language, an operating system, a set of development tools, and a software design
philosophy.124 Lewis reinforces this open ended and multifaceted characterization, stating,
“Seemingly anti-authoritarian in nature, during the early 1980s FORTH appealed to a
community of composer who wanted an environment in which a momentary inspiration could
quickly lead to its sonic realization.”125
Additionally, the FORTH touted the ability to more efficiently utilize memory and
processing power, run successfully on commercially available mini- and micro-computers.
“Practical” applications included “process control,” creating high speed and efficiency user
interfaces; “Portable Intelligent Devices” for internally governed, automatic processes; “Medical
applications,” including management of patient databases and correlative statistical analysis; and
“Data Acquisition and Analysis” such as the real time processes necessary to run an
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observatory.126 These qualities and applications seem to explain why this language was chosen to
program Lewis interactive works. Its flexibility, speed, and ability of the language to process and
analyze multiple streams of large data volumes seem to provide a perfect solution to the
problems Lewis sought to address. Additionally, it seems that FORTH was already in use by a
number of other programmers and musicians for its ability to be co-opted for various
purposes.127 This capability is noted in a manual cited earlier in this paragraph, stating:
“There’s a catch, we must admit. It is that FORTH makes you responsible for the
computer’s efficiency… Similarly, FORTH is tougher to master than traditional high-level
languages, which essentially resemble one another.”128
Another critical component of FORTH was its ability to accept and act upon a library of
these high-level commands instantaneously. This dictionary refers to the aforementioned “highlevel” commands native to the FORTH programming paradigm and those created and defined by
the user. The instantaneous execution of these commands while the programming is running is
often described as “interactive.” This usage of interactive consistent with conceptions of
“interaction” in computer music, specifically within “real-time” and algorithmically based
computer music.
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Rainbow Family employed three Yamaha DX-7 synthesizers, each controlled by three
Apple II microcomputers programmed by Lewis in the FORTH language. Rainbow Family was
the result of three years of work at IRCAM supported by the directors of pedagogy and research,
David Wessel and Tod Machover respectively. Lewis notes that the support of such a project ran
largely counter to larger institutional aesthetic and cultural values which privileged a more
centralized, hierarchical notion of composition and music making. The work received its
premiere performance in May 1984 at IRCAM’s Espace de Projection featuring a quartet of
human improvisers. 129 Georgiana Born provides a unique account of this performance as well as
her own impressions of “improvising with the machine.”130 In these accounts, Born notes a
largely antagonistic response by both senior members of IRCAM as well as the performing
musicians, one of which seemed to be deliberately trying to force the system into compromising
situations. 131
Born’s observations about the nature of IRCAM as well as Lewis’ objectives with
Rainbow Family perhaps provide further enlightenment to Lewis motivations and philosophy
surrounding Voyager. In my literature review, I noted the relative absence of interactivity in
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established computer music journals around the time of preceding and contemporary Voyager’s
creation. In fact, Voyager received little, if no mention in traditional academic or institutional
journals at the time of its creation. Born suggests that Lewis projects surrounding interactivity,
both at IRCAM and otherwise, were born out of self-awareness in terms of the position of small
technology within both free market neo-liberalism and institutionalized technological research.132
Particularly interesting is Born’s account of Lewis’ reception of her critiques of this
system as well as his continuing aesthetic interests related to interactivity. Born claims that she
offered the suggestion for Rainbow Family to listen not for discrete musical events but or
“repeated rhythmic and pitch patterns, for grouped or patterned events.” This seems to correlate
to signature features of Voyager regarding its ability to create “generalizations” or decisions
about what it is “hearing.”133 Relating to aesthetic, Born airs a critique which Lewis seems to
have partially responded to in his later writings about Voyager. First, she notes the fact that
writing musical decision making into the lowest levels of a program necessarily favors certain
aesthetic features of music. Thus, Rainbow Music would have an implicit aesthetic bias towards
the choices that Lewis gave it. Second, Born notes that Lewis did not address this in his
contemporary discourses concerning his work, or at the very least Rainbow Music. More
specifically, Born criticizes Lewis for not address the implicit aesthetic bias present in all
interactive or AI controlled music, particularly improvisation.134
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Continuing the intrigue, two years after the publication of Born’s ethnography (199,
Philip Agre called for a “critical technical practice” in his article “Towards a Critical Technical
Practice: Lessons Learned in Trying to Reform AI” (1997). In this paper, Agre asserts that the
study of AI, but computer science in general lacked a means of critically discussing their work as
both a practice and product. Agre uses examples of then common terminology in AI and
demonstrate how the language used in discourse ultimately breaks down as it is too vague to hold
substantive meaning. Practically, at the time he argues the only way to discuss the programs
being made was to create a different, new or “better” version. Agre’s call to action argues for an
interjection of critical theory to reveal the implicit assumptions in the practice of design as well
as use of AI and other technologies. In the account of his own experience with AI, he notes the
prevalence and clout of the military industrial complex in much of computing.
Lewis’ later writings about Voyager and his life’s work with interactivity and computers,
which began in the mid- 1990s, frequently addressed critical perspectives. Though there is little
to corroborate direct engagement between the AI communities and the experimental/interactive
electronic and computer music communities, there does appear to be a “critical” turn in both of
these areas during this period. Returning to the general paucity of sources and information which
described the kind of interactive music this thesis wished to examine, Lewis’ later writings offer
some clarity. In histories of experimental and electronic music, Lewis argues that black and
African American musical identities and aesthetics are under-represented. Broadly, the tropes
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which are offered do not reflect the diverse, heterogeneous nature of the music created by these
communities after 1950.135

Voyager:
Formalized in 1987, Voyager expands upon many of the techniques used in Music for
Humans and Non-Humans as well as Rainbow Family. Specifically, Lewis explored different
input analysis functions to allow the machine to make decisions by “listening” in real-time.
This along with other developments cast Voyager as Lewis’ response to the critiques levied
against Rainbow Family. Voyager and Lewis’ later critical descriptions of the work function as
distillation of his own interpretations of the cultures with which he associated. Throughout his
writings, Lewis describes Voyager as an “environment,” “system,” “composition,” and a
“program” which enacts “improvisation,” “indeterminacy,” and “empathy.”136 These
descriptions reveal the relative flexibility of the work itself as well as Lewis’ grand conception of
identity in interactive improvisation.
Partially elucidating this network of terms, Lewis asserts that, in some senses, Voyager is
not a singular entity. Rather it is an organizing force for a number137 of individual midi-
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controller “players” which can be grouped together in many different configurations to perform
specific, programmed behaviors.138 These “players” are operated by a program written in
FORTH, a series of dialects of a programming language which (wait for textbook on FORTH to
come in). HSML and FORMULA description. Related to this, Lewis describes two procedural
levels in Voyager the first which organizes independent and simultaneous ensemble with varying
degrees of rhythmic synchronicity. These are organized by several subroutines called
setphrasebehavior, setresponse in the FORMULA dialect of FORTH. This is governed by a
“subroutine” called setphrasebehavior which allows for:
•

Ensembles of “players” to be created or disbanded

•

The determination of various specific sonic musical qualities of the instruments
and ensemble

•

The determination of various specific temporally grounded behavioral musical
qualities of the ensemble (qualities of the players)

•

The determination of how the ensemble will react to incoming information from
the human improvisers139

•

Internal and independent generation of musical material

These last two point is particularly significant in Lewis’ discussion of agency and nonhierarchical power structures which he claims the system presents. Running in parallel yet
138
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asynchronously to this is another “subroutine” called setresponse which manages the MIDI
generated by the input from the human improvisers. This “subroutine” also carries out more
detailed decision making related various musical parameters which influences how each
ensemble will respond to this input. Lewis states that this is largely done through the process of
averaging much of the “raw” MIDI data to create a “generalization” of the input. This averaging
capability is, for Lewis, key to the identity of the machine’s character and agency. 140Through the
above processes, Voyager has the ability to store and recall significant amounts of data, a skill
which a human improviser also possesses.
Voyager is also imbued with a sense of expectation and anticipation similar to that of a
human improviser. Lewis achieves this by using low level processes to average large quantities
sonic information, or input data. The averaging allows for what he calls a “generalization” of the
various types of input data along a number of basic musical parameters. Mapping this averaged
data to the various response and ensemble organization modules creates a “direction,” “intent” to
Voyager’s musical responses. Lewis argues that this forms the foundation of Voyager’s identity
which forms the basis for its musical relationship with a human improviser.
What is notably missing, according to Lewis, from this method of processing data is
anything which derives information about motivic information. No part of the setresponse or
setbehavior explicitly deals with the organization of successive notes. While it is arguable that
determinations of density, tempo, and other temporally based parameters might implicitly
generate motivic information, Lewis would disagree. Lewis argues that Voyager’s approach, a
computational rendering of an aesthetic of multi-dominance, differs vastly from a Western
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conception of motive. This basis allows for a flexible and robust system which allows for
“successful” performances across many improvisational “styles.”

Performing with Voyager:
Lewis describes the performance of Voyager as an interaction between two “subject”
intelligences consisting of a human and a performer.141 In describing the system, Lewis vaguely
speaks of two forces which represent Voyager’s subjectivity. The most concrete is the
description of voyager as a group of players, or an orchestra.142 Recalling the earlier description
of the system, these players are very practically the organization of the various MIDI instruments
in to ensembles governed by the setphrase function. Of particular interest is “giving the
instrument its own sound.” Lewis describes this in relation West African animist practices which
believe that instruments have their own unique personality or spirit.143 It also relates to West
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African but also transcultural practices in improvisation which, for various motives, the
improviser attempts to achieve their own unique timbral and musical voice.144
The second is a bit less concrete, and might best be thought of the geist, spirit, or
personality of the system. There are several elements of Voyager which Lewis attributes to the
emergence of this personality. The first is the low-level processing and decision making which
group the aforementioned “players” and give them instructions on when and how to play. The
processes governing this, particularly those governing the features of the sounds produced, are
based on random number as well as statically driven processes. Lewis argues that these give
Voyager a “non-motivic” and “state-based” approach to improvisation which are part of the
system’s “sound” and therefore personality.145
The most important feature of the collection of players and personality that is Voyager is
its ability to generate musical material without the input of human performer. Furthermore, the
system has the ability to decide whether or not to act upon input from the human performer.
When the system does respond to human input, Lewis describes ideal, system responsive
interaction as the performer “catching the system’s attention” which leads to a change in musical
direction.146 This feature, according to Lewis, paired with the systems musical independence
leads to a comfortable interaction for the human performer as the system appears to its input.147
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Lewis uses the term non-hierarchical to describe the power relationship between the subject
identities of human and computer.
In describing the capabilities and nature of the computer system used in Voyager, Lewis
explicitly and implicitly defines the qualities of a prototypical human partner. In order for this
non-hierarchical relationship established, the human performer must be an “improviser [of] a
high degree of interpretative cognizance.” Lewis goes on to state that the performer must be able
to understand the Afrological cues which he has embedded in the content, form, and processes of
the system. 148 Important note is that this is Lewis’s conception of these ideas and forms.
Regardless, it is the ability of performer to possess a similar or empathetic, informed
understanding of how the system “thinks.”149
Foremost of these is his assertion of the socio-cultural nature of improvisation and its
ability to serve as a means of communicating identity and meaning. This is reflected in Lewis’
frequent characterization of Voyager as an environment150. It is from this social and
environmental understanding of improvisation tat Lewis introduces the term emotional
transduction. This term refers to Lewis’ characterization of the mimetic qualities of Voyager
described in the previous paragraphs. Within the context of equal, empathetic, and meaning filled
exchanges between human and computer, Lewis argues that the system will begin to reflect the
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emotional state of the human improviser during performance.151 This assertion further reflects
Afrological concepts such as signifying and identity as being represented by timbre,
instrumentality, and musical narrative. Ultimately, however, Lewis does not see Voyager as a
means to replace improvised musical interaction between humans. Rather he views Voyager as
means of reflecting the increasingly embedded nature of technology, creating a hybrid humantechnological world.152
Often in characterizations of Voyager, Lewis links himself to a number of discourses a
concerning the musical and technological cultural groups. These groups, such as the
aforementioned AACM and the Bay Area technologists, can generally be categorized as those
that were influential to Lewis’s development and those that his is engaging with artistically and
intellectually. The influence of the AACM appears to color much of Lewis’ formative
experiences as a musician. Given the group’s emphasis on improvisation, a radical approach to
composition, and expression of musical identity, it is logical that Lewis’ own creations would
center around improvisation. Furthermore, the collective, democratic environments supported not
only by the AACM but other progressive, black African American self-support networks likely
influenced Lewis notions of social organization.
These values were confirmed by the Bay Area technologists and composers who
introduced Lewis to computers and programming. These groups had similar anti-authoritarian
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views which were directed towards corporatized and militarized technological developments. 153
In reacting to this, these groups used various programming and computer networking techniques
to explore a kind of equalized sociality between humans and computers. This influence was
apparently well incorporated as he exhibited tendencies towards these values even in the face of
the bulwark of various cultural institutions such as IRCAM. It is interesting to note that during
Lewis’ time in Europe, he also came into contact with European free improvisers. These free
improvisers took up improvisation from a Eurological perspective 154
Beyond the composition of Voyager in 1987 and the publication of the CD recording in
1993, Lewis begins addressing interactivity in reflective and critical contexts. From 1997 to the
present, Lewis has academically engaged with the issues of interaction, improvisation from his
work with computers. It is around this time that Lewis enters academia, joining the faculties of
Mills College and later Columbia University. It is auspicious and perhaps not surprising that a
return to California and New York should provoke such a critical turn.
Between 1993 and 2007, a number of his “composed” works deal explicitly with
electronics and improvisation. In 2007, Lewis authors two versions of Interactive Duo and a
second piece Interactive Trio which appear to be the most recent iteration of works inspired by
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Voyager.155 From 2007 to the present, none of his newly composed works have involved
improvisation with computers to the extent to which he previously explored this concept. 156
Fascinatingly, however, is that little of his scholarly writing addresses his process or
theorization concerning these more traditional works. This focuses almost exclusively on the
topics which have been previously addressed in this chapter. In a recent panel at the 2018 annual
meeting of the American Musicological Society Conference, Lewis called for the creolization of
composition by expanding our conception of through the inclusion of new perspectives or “new
subjectivities.”157 His artistic, ethnographic, and musical work surrounding Voyager are
continuously represented in this perspective in the realm of computers and live, interactive,
computer music.
Conclusions:
Lewis thoroughly engages with the arguments on how these narratives of experimental
music fit into the histories concerning the issues of African American, black, identities in the late
1960s. In analyzing his own work with computers and interactivity partially inspired by this
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period, Lewis consistently stresses that his work is less about computers and technology as it is
broad, open ended discussion on our own conceptions of music and culture. His seminal articles
specifically discussing Voyager have contextualized it within Afro and Eurological conceptions
of music and culture. These readings led Lewis to initially identify with the aesthetic of
multidominance and a largely “improvised” process of musicking.
Analyzing George Lewis’s role as a performer and collaborator with Voyager is
complicated by his privileging of his identities of a composer and technologist. Throughout his
history with the work, Lewis presents himself of a technologist, composer, performer, academic,
experimentalist, African American, and others. Thus, Lewis’ identities are highly intersectional
as a function of Voyager, and this seems to be his intent.158
However, if Lewis’ theories concerning Afrologically heterogeneous identities are
applied seriously, this multiplicity is expected and, quite frankly, necessary. The complexity of
his identity in relation to Voyager and because is perhaps a self-fulfilling proof of the nature of
the Afrological or even creole. An in-depth analysis of these statements might reveal how these
relate to the various facets of Lewis’ identity. This would be particularly interesting to better
understand:
•

What facets of Lewis’ identity allowed for Voyager to be created

•

The characteristics of his identity which are embedded within the design of the
system

•

158
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Further research into these linguistic patterns might further illustrate one of the
fundamental claims of this thesis: that our perception and construction of our performed
relationships or interactions with machines are as important as the technical features of the
interactive system.
Subsequent discussions of improvisation, technology, and the intersection of these two
topics in music have then necessarily followed much of this scholarship. The Oxford Handbook
for Critical Studies in Improvisation is, perhaps, the most notable endeavor in this regard.159 The
introduction to this text, co-authored with Benjamin Piekut, defines numerous trope regarding
improvisation: a reluctance to call a certain practice “improvisatory,” neglect of improvisation,
binary between process and product (related to the improvisation vs. composition discussion),
the idea of a corpus of knowledge as the basis for improvisation. Additionally, it suggests points
of departure for further research: aesthetics (perfection vs. imperfection), identity creation and
self-expression, how these reinforce or critique various ideological positions.160 The great benefit
of this text is its ability to draw together numerous sources of disparate methodologies with
related perspectives on improvisation. While these are interesting in their own right, they can
potentially be seen as an extension or clarification of many of the points which Lewis has
addressed in his previous writings.
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While these themes and issues are worthy of discussion, I would like to open these
discussions to frameworks related to disability studies, women’s, gender, and sexuality studies.
In each of these areas, improvisation plays a particularly strong role and is culturally relevant as
the issue of complex identities become more prevalent in mainstream media and political
discourse, particularly in the United States.
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Chapter 3: Interaction through Embodiment and Re-Embodiment
The first two chapters establish the importance of acknowledging the nature and identity
of non-human, musical interactive technologies. This chapter will expand upon the issue of
embodiment and bodies interactive musical performances introduced. Specifically, it examines
kinesthetic interaction can between human and non-human performance agencies as the latter
become embodied or re-embodied in various objects.161
The 2017 conference, Reembodied Sound: A Symposium & Festival of Transducerbased Music and Sonic Art, held at Columbia University’s Computer Music Center provided a
succinct description of the concept of re-embodiment as it applies to transducers: “In essence,
sound is taken from its original source and ‘reembodied’ into a new object (or recursively back
into the original source) such as a metal sheet, piano, or other resonant object, often with the
addition of mixed synthesis and other computer-based processes.”162 Ravi Kittappa’s KUBA
(2015), a work for tenor saxophone, implanted speaker, and fixed electronic playback, represents
an intriguing variation on this definition of reembodied sound. I will offer my analysis of the
aesthetic implications of this work in light of this definition of re-embodiment drawing upon my
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experiences rehearsing and performing this work. I will begin to connect this work to theories of
musical embodiment offered by Arnie Cox in his text Music and Embodied Cognition.
KUBA, presents an interesting perspective on re-embodiment as it includes a person, a
saxophonist, as part of the re-embodied system. The speaker implanted in the bell of the
saxophone functions as a kind of transducer, with the sounds it produces acoustically exciting of
resonant body of the saxophone. The performer’s playing of this modified instrument adds an
additional layer of complexity that contributes significant instability and unpredictability to this
re-embodied system. The sounds emanating from the speaker as well as the speaker itself both
confront and constructively contribute to the saxophonist’s attempts to play the instrument. This
results in a variety of possible interactions between the performer’s actions and the re-embodied
saxophone. While these interactions are constrained given the form of the work, the performer is
afforded a certain flexibility within these constraints to respond the instability of the interactions.
The unstable nature of these interactions as a result of the performer’s contributions to the
system recursively confronts their embodied and situated cognitive processes with the
instrument, resulting in an aesthetic of performance unique to re-embodiment.
To describe this complex interaction, the concept of embodiment became relevant in two
senses. First, theories of embodied cognition suggest that a performer’s cognitive experiences as
an actor in the re-embodied system are heavily influenced by the various tactile as well as
acoustic sense data present in an interaction with the modified saxophone. For example, attempts
to play the instrument result in physical resistance, which can be interpreted as information or
feedback from the speaker and its electronic sounds. In addition to this interference the electronic
sounds are “filtered” as the player opens and closes the keys of the saxophone. In this way,
KUBA is much more than simply “playing with” electronics in a traditional sense. Rather, it
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presents a deeper level of almost kinesthetic interaction. In this way, both the speaker and
saxophonist “play” one another within the resonant body of the saxophone.
This kinesthetic or tactile element of the work was discovered as a result of increasing the
volume of the electronic part. Personally, feeling the sound of the speaker resonating inside of
my body was an incredibly powerful, invasive, and disturbing experience. However, that
experience revealed that the kinesthetic sensations are an important element in interpreting and
performing KUBA.
From these sensations, a second sense of embodiment emerges as the performer
embodies and subsequently contain the re-embodied system within their physical and extended
body concept. Given this, the work is incredibly satisfying and interesting to perform given the
richness and depth of interaction experienced by the performer. However, as the performer
embodies and contain a portion of the interactions with the re-embodied system, certain elements
of these interactions are invisible, obscured, and not revealed to those hearing and seeing the
performance.
This attribute was made pointedly clear after a performance of I gave of KUBA in
November, 2016 for an audience familiar with contemporary music. In this performance, I felt
engaged with the previously described kinesthetic sensations. Amidst generally very positive
reviews form a group of contemporary music friendly concert-goers relayed to me that they were
a bit confused and bored by the work. This comment impacted me deeply as I struggled to
understand how a group of people who have seen and heard numerous performances of
contemporary music failed to grasp the aesthetic of the work. Despite what I thought was a
convincing performance, something in my performance and interpretation did not communicate.
After significant reflection, arrived at the following interpretative question: How is my unique
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embodied knowledge of the re-embodied experience of KUBA transmitted through
performance?

Using Embodiment: An Evaluative Method
The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy provides two useful passages for understanding
the type embodiment relating to this question. First, “Cognition is embodied when it is deeply
dependent upon features of the physical body of an agent, that is, when aspects of the agent's
body beyond the brain play a significant causal or physically constitutive role in cognitive
processing.” A later section of the entry, addressing metaphor and cognition, states, “Spatial
concepts, such as “front,” “back,” “up,” and “down,” provide perhaps the clearest examples in
which such embodied experience exists. These concepts are articulated in terms of our body's
position in, and movement through, space.”163 Working from these definitions, Andrew D.
Wilson and Sabrina Golonka in their article “Embodied Cognition is not what you think it is,”
provides complimentary framework for evaluating embodied cognition.164 In their article, they
applied this framework to several traditional cognitive problems in order to clarify their
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conception of embodied cognition as well to respond to several criticisms of the theory.165 Their
framework consists of four steps:
1.) What is the task to be solved?
2.) What are the resources that the organism has access to in order to solve the task?
3.) How can these resources be assembled so as to solve the task?
4.) Does the organism, in fact, assemble, and use these resources?
An example they provided demonstrating the implementation of this analytical process
was in addressing certain idiosyncrasies in the movement of an outfielder catching a fly ball. The
problem of the outfielder is a commonly referenced problem for cognitive psychologists. Wilson
and Golonka define this problem: “the fielder’s task is to move themselves so that they arrive at
the right place at the right time to intercept a fly ball.” Proponents of embodied cognition,
including Wilson and Golanka, would state that the outfielder has the ability to visually detect
kinematic information which allows the outfielder to understand underlying the dynamic system
of projectile motion present. This visual sense along with the outfielder’s ability to run, thereby
constantly visually evaluating the path of the ball, allows them to successfully complete the task.
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The article identifies that the outfielder has the ability to detect kinematic information
which allows the outfielder to “specify” elements underlying the dynamic system of projectile
motion present in the task. Additionally, the ability to move (locomote) and act upon this
information is another key embodied resource for the outfielder. Wilson and Golonka assert that
these and other resources are combined in a way that will “offset some aspect of the balls
parabolic flight.” This means that the outfielder will move in a curved line such that the ball
appears to either move at a constant velocity or in a straight line. Wilson and Golonka argue that
this solution is different than a computational model which would have the outfielder predict the
landing location of the ball and move in a straight line towards that point, a phenomenon they
argue is not found in most outfielders. This difference leads Wilson and Golonka to conclude
that the resources are indeed assembled and embodied cognition is present.

Using Embodiment: Analyzing KUBA
For this discussion of the aesthetic of re-embodiment, the question now becomes twofold:
“what are the tasks and resources afforded of performing embodiment in the context of a reembodied system?” and, “How are these resources assembled to engage with embodiment?” To
do this, re-embodiment in KUBA must be revealed through interaction with the physical and
acoustic impacts of the implanted technology. In terms of the interactive terms from chapter one,
these physical, and kinesthetically perceived interactions require engagement within the context
of liveness. While liveness and engagement are implicit in the instructions and form of the piece,
a certain improvisational awareness is necessary to enact it. Often, this engagement requires a
vulnerability to instability and loss of agency by the human player, as the underlying reembodied system is revealed in moments of kinesthetic convergence and confrontation.
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To examine this question, a deeper discussion of the specific contexts of the various
kinds and qualities of interactions found in KUBA is needed. The form of the work is best
defined by the length and content of fixed audio files which play through the speaker implanted
inside the bell of the tenor saxophone. The performer utilizes a footswitch which simultaneously
triggers the next audio file in the sequence to play while fading out the sounding file. While the
piece is intended to be perceived as a continuous flow of musical ideas, it is best divided in to
several thought of in four sections (the relative duration of each section is noted on the chart
below) which correspond to specific types of audio files and performer actions.

Saxophonist’s Actions/Sounds

Speaker’s Actions/Sounds

Section 1
Minimum 2’48”

Key Filtering/ Adding white noise
sounds (air sounds etc.)

White Noise

Section 2
c. 3’10”
7 Subsections

Key Filtering/ Single Pitches/
Multiphonics

Harmonically Rich Sounds

Section 3
Minimum 2’13”

Single Pitches/Multiphonics

White Noise

Section 4
Minimum 3’

Oral Filtering

Harmonically Rich Sounds

Figure 1. Description of Formal Sections by Techniques produced by Saxophonist and Implanted Speaker

Section 1 features a single audio file consisting of white noise whose volume follows a
long, evenly paced crescendo and decrescendo pattern. In this section, the saxophonist filters the
electronic sounds by moving the keys of the saxophone and slowly introduces air sounds that
blend with the white noise sounds. Section 2 consists of a series of harmonically rich sounds
which are attuned to the resonant frequencies of a series of multiphonic fingerings. In this section
the player attempts to execute the prescribed multiphonic despite interference from the sounds
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from the speaker. Additionally, the saxophonist can modify the filtering of the electronic sounds
through trill fingerings much in the same way as the key filtering in section 1. Section 3 can be
thought of as a development of Section 1, as the electronic part returns to a similar white noise
pattern, now interrupted by moments “silence.” The saxophonist contributes to this section by
playing descending chromatic lines gradually descending to the lowest regions of the instrument
instead of the air sound material. The electronic part in Section 4 returns to similar harmonically
rich material found in Section 2, but prominently displays “oral filtering,” an effect by which the
saxophonist’s oral cavity manipulates the electronic sounds emanating from the speaker.
Throughout these sections, the implanted speaker and its sounds effect the saxophone and
therefore the saxophonist in many ways. These effects are slowly revealed throughout the form
of the piece and are in some ways characteristic of specific sections and types of sounds
produced by the speaker. First, however, the physical presence of the implanted speaker makes it
more difficult for the lower notes of the saxophone to sound at their fundamental pitch. Instead,
attempts to play these notes result in partials off a fundamental or an unstable spread of partials
similar to a “multiphonic.”
Once the speaker is activated, certain techniques or “ranges” of the saxophone resonate
with differing intensities, resulting in a change in the response of the instrument. In some of
these instances, this creates a confrontational or inhibiting effect to what the player is instructed
to do, creating resistance towards sound production. At other times, however, the electronic
part’s compounding of a particularly resonant fingering configuration will cause an instability
which is similar to that found in an overly excited “feedback” loop. In Section 2, for example,
the electronic part excites certain partials of the multiphonics which are generally more resistant
when the saxophone is played normally. Many mulitphonics in this section of the work exist in a
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highly unstable and excitable region as it is impacted by both the physical body and sounds of
the speaker.
Sections 1 and 4 feature the electronic part alone “exciting” or “playing” the saxophone.
This change of tone production means that player is no longer constrained to techniques which
would ordinarily “sound” when playing the saxophone. Instead, the player is free to explore new
fingerings, oral tract configurations which were not previously practical. Finally, in Section 3,
the white noise electronic part exerts little direct influence on the performer’s playing of the
saxophone. Instead, the physical influence of the speaker itself is slowly revealed as the
saxophonists descends to the lowest registers of the instrument.
This general understanding of the types of sounds and basic interactions present KUBA
allows for analysis of these as resources for our question concerning performing embodied
knowledge of re-embodied experience. These resources can now be analyzed in an applied
version of the framework previously outlined by Wilson and Golanka. Rigorous testing and
analysis in collaboration with experts in music cognition and psychology would need to be
completed to scientifically discuss this phenomenon embodied cognition. This framework, at the
very least, a helpful metaphor for describing the interactions and actions found in KUBA.
In defining KUBA’s tasks, two distinct categories emerged: physical tasks and aesthetic
tasks. A good example of a physical task can be found in Section 2 where the speaker emits
concentrated harmonic sounds while the saxophonist attempts to sound various multiphonics. An
example of a task in this section might best be described as: crescendo through a specific
multiphonic fingering from niente to forte while trilling the Eb key. Similar to the earlier fly ball
example, this system is incredibly complex owing to the confrontational and unstable nature of
the re-embodied system. To negotiate this, saxophonists possess physical skills which aid them
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in enacting and monitoring executive tasks with the instrument. Examples of these processes
could include controlled inhaling and exhaling, a tactile sense and awareness of this process, and
their faculty of listening. Specific to the example in Section 2, the saxophonist obtains
information about the response of certain notes via “pressure” in the oral cavity, the sensation of
the air moving within their mouth, the vibration of the reed, as well as listening to the composite
sound. The assembly of these resources is aided by the various practice or rehearsal strategies
which inform spontaneous decision making in performance. These strategies are similar to the
kinematic knowledge the outfielder possesses in that they create systems of reacting to
information which reduce the amount of uncertainty and predictability in a given task. In other
words, the assembly of these resources “cuts the task” down to size to allow for effective
spontaneous decision making.
A number of these physical tasks exist in the work; however, the irony of their solutions
is that they often run counter to the work’s aesthetic of unpredictability. It is within this context
that my two stories concerning “feeling” the speaker and how this was lost in translation can be
understood. The aesthetic task of KUBA is inherently an embodied one. Analyzing this concept
with Wilson and Golonka’s framework, the concept of embodied aesthetic tasks emerged. These
tasks differ from the previous physical examples in that they create or enact a concept which
ultimately has a subjective quality or answer. They are ultimately best presented not as tasks, but
as questions.
For KUBA, the task phrased as a question might be, how do performers use the freedom
given by the work to perform the evinced re-embodiment it contains? This question is ultimately
addressed by the creation of new physical tasks in sections of the work which are
confrontational, revelatory, or offer an expanded concept of the instrument. The chart below lists
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a summary of the various types of interactions possible in KUBA and defines them based on the
quality and location of interaction. Again, confrontational sections of the work are generally
defined by moments where the saxophonists and either the physical presence of its speaker or the
sounds emanating from it come in to contact. Expanding sections are generally characterized by
the sounds from the speaker generally creating new ways of “playing” the saxophone. Revealing
sections are similar to expanding sections, however their primary aesthetic function is to reveal a
mode of interacting not native to the saxophone. As is demonstrated in this chart, expanding and
revealing sections are not mutually exclusive. Rather, one quality is more dominant while the
other more subsidiary. As will be discussed shortly, this distinction has more to do with the
location of interaction than it does the quality. Finally, non-confrontational interactions are found
when the saxophonist and the speaker exert simultaneous but functionally independent influence
on the instrument.
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Type of Interaction

Quality of
Interaction

Location of Interaction

Corresponding
Sections

Low Register Inhibited by
the body of the speaker
(pitches, multiphonics)

Confrontational

Inside the Body of the
Saxophonist

Sections 2 and 3

Producing Multiphonics
against pitched sounds

Confrontational

Inside the Body of the
Saxophonist

Section 2

Producing normal tone
against pitched electronic
sounds

Confrontational

Inside the Body of the
Saxophonist

Filtering of electronic
sounds with oral cavity

Revealing/
(Expanding)

Inside the Body of the
Saxophonist

Filtering of pitched
electronic sounds with
keys
Filtering of electronic
white noise sounds with
keys
Producing "white noise"
vocalizations to match
white noise sounds

Expanding/
(Revealing)

Inside the Body of the
Saxophone

Section 2

Section 4

Section 2

Expanding/
(Revealing)

Inside the Body of the
Saxophone

Section 1 and 3

Non-Confrontational

Outside of the
Saxophone and
Saxophonist

Section 1

Figure 2. Analysis of Location and Quality of Interaction

The location of interaction refers to and identifies where the performer will receive the
strongest sense data concerning each action. This relates to the basic conceptions of location
outlined in the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy’s discussion of embodiment. These
locations were primarily determined physically as I noticed that I monitored the impact of each
interaction based on the vibrations of the reed as well as the feeling of resonance of the sounds of
the speakers in my body. Based on this method of evaluation, many sections which are identified
as confrontational are primarily perceived as occurring within the body of the saxophonist.
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Continuing with this kinesthetic method of locating interaction, revealing and expanding
interactions tended to be perceived inside of the saxophone. This is explained by the absence of
interference from the system inside the body of saxophonists as well as at the reed. However, it
also explained by the tendency for instrumentalists to develop a kind of perception of the body of
their instrument. Personally, I noticed that the means by which I was manipulating the sounds of
the speaker in these sections corresponded with my physical movements with the instrument.
Thus, I tended to qualify and described this interaction as taking place physically within the
instrument. The last category, interactions taking place outside of the body of the saxophone and
saxophonist was marked by a lack of physical sense data from the interaction. The independence
present in the non-confrontational nature of the sound explains this qualification. In these nonconfrontational and external sections, I noticed that I de-prioritized physical kinesthetic sense
data in favor of acoustic sense data.
This acoustic sense data adds further depth to the concepts of location already provided
by the kinesthetic sense data. I noticed that I tended to characterize sounds which I primarily
perceived kinesthetically as aurally close. As the kinesthetic sense data weakened or became less
relevant, I started to aurally perceive these sounds as more and more distant.
The new information and processes generated from the solutions to these “lower” level
physical tasks become the “resources” for the aesthetic level tasks. In KUBA’s case, these are
the ability to perceive and engage with the quality and location of each interaction. These are
then assembled within the context of the freedoms and constraints of each section of the work. It
then becomes possible evaluate whether or not the “aesthetic” of the piece was embodied by
asking whether or not spontaneity and or individuality was present in the allowed freedom of the
work.
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Recognizing Re-Embodiment:
Arnie Cox’s work in Music and Embodied Cognition provides several frameworks by which to
extend this analysis of KUBA. One of the most useful is a descriptive analysis of each sense along
parameters of: the general proximity (distal or proximate) of sense to a stimuli for proper function; the
presence or lack of volition, describing agency in monitoring or engaging the sense; and the availability
or unavailability of these senses in perceiving generalized stimuli. He uses these continua, reproduced in
the chart below, to generally describe the overall “power” of and characteristics of each sense. According
to Cox, this would place vision as a very powerful sense as it functions in both a distal and proximate
way, is usually “volitional,” and normally available. By contrast, hearing would be a relatively weak
sense as, while it is both distal and proximate, has a lower level of volition and availability. 166

Proximity

Volition

Availability

both distal and proximate

somewhat volitional

often available

proximate (contact)

most often volitional

often available

Touch
(Kinesthetic)

proximate (contact)

most often volitional

normally available

Vision

both distal and proximate

most often volitional

normally available

both distal and proximate

often not volitional

often unavailable

Smell
Taste

Hearing

Figure 3- The Exterior Senses and Proximity, Volition, and Availability (Cox, Music and Embodied Cognition, 174)

For the saxophonist in KUBA, Cox’s discussion of proximity for the sense of touch
(kinesthetic) and hearing (auditory) generally coheres with my previous observations. His
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description of volition provides at least a partial explanation as to why it is possible to miss the
“embodied” aesthetic I have proposed for KUBA. While hearing is a “weak” sense, it is often the
most “trained” sense in musicians for performance and, according to Cox, is ubiquitously
present- we have little control over the amount of sense data we receive from this sense. Thus,
my initial assessments of superficiality were likely the result of an engagement with the work
through a primarily auditory and “automatic” fashion, implicitly or explicitly choosing to ignore
other sense. The fact that touch, a normally a stronger sense according to Cox, is somehow easily
ignored in KUBA poses an interesting reversal of power. Considering volition in two senses
helps to understand this “problem” why this reversal might take place. First, as the sense touch is
a more volitional sense, it follows that our engagement with the sense data is preconditioned to
be more voluntary in general. Thus, secondly, while our sense of touch is more frequently
engaged when using a musical instrument, its voluntary nature might place it at a weaker level of
power within instrumental interactions during performance when compared to more automatic
sensory processes.
Taking this deeper understanding of the performer’s embodied experience while
performing KUBA in conjunction with the concept of an embodied aesthetic task, the following
questions arise: How does the saxophonist you perform or make evident their experience of the
re-embodied system? How does the embodied experience of the performer extend to the
audience? Does the audience participate in this re-embodied experience? If so, how? What role
does the audience play in observing this re-embodied performance?
In shifting our focus to the audience, we immediately notice that there is a shift in the
sensory modalities available when compared to the performer. The audience cannot “feel” the
performance as the performer can, but they can “see” the performance in ways generally not
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possible for the performer. If this “mismatch” or modalities or experiences exists, how then can
an audience member engage with the aesthetic of KUBA? The core of Cox’s argument describes
an embodied understanding of music which seems to provide solution to this question. Cox states
that such an embodied understanding of music occurs through a mimetic response music itself or
musical acts. His hypotheses concerning embodied music cognition are generally relevant to our
study of KUBA but some are more directly applicable.167 The most general of his hypotheses
assume that: “sound is produced by physical events; sounds indicate the physicality of their
sources…Many or most musical sounds are evidence of the human motor actions that produce
them.” From these assumptions, Cox describes two facets of this imitation or mimesis as
“mimetic motor action” (MMA) and “mimetic motor imagery” (MMI). MMA refers to “overt
actions, as in singing along with music, but also the behavior of muscle related portions of the
brain.” MMI refers to “relevant muscle-related brain processes that do not manifest in overt
actions…” of voluntary or involuntary nature, usually within the context of “thought,
imagination, or mental representation” of various musical acts.168 Thus an empathetic response
could be consciously or unconsciously enacted and could be located in a physical or mental
domain.
It is within this context that we must reconsider Wilson and Golonka’s example
concerning the fly ball. Baseball games have audiences, and these audience will generally elicit
some kind of empathetic reaction as the outfielder does or does not catch the fly ball. At an
embodied or physical level, they might recall certain experiences like catch a ball, running
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quickly, trying to visually track a falling object, or any number of gestures the player enacted. At
a higher level the audience places some sort of value on the catch based on its context. Some
caught fly balls mean more than others. Thus, it is reasonable to conclude that a similar process
must occur musically.
Cox’s synthesis of a wide range of studies concerning instrumentalists corroborates this
reading of Wilson and Golonka’s example, and provides possible solutions concerning audience
comprehension of KUBA. Cox notes that there are stronger MMI and MMA responses in
instrumentalists to performances on their own instrument, and this response is the strongest when
they observe their own performances.169 Relating this to KUBA, Saxophonists and other wind
instrumentalists might have the greatest advantage in terms of aesthetic accessibility. Those less
familiar with the instrument may not be able to empathize with the physical sensation of playing
the piece. However, they may bring other resources which allow them to understand certain
physical gestures. Remembering the distinctions of quality and location of my interactions in
KUBA, perhaps these shadings can be communicated more effectively acoustically and
physically. Cox’s work details and explains how these vertical conceptions are, in some
instances, correlated with sensations of “high and low” created by our experience of our own
voice.170
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Conclusions:
This paper merely scratches the surface of a very deep and intense debate surrounding
embodiment both in the arts as well as in various scientific disciplines. Continued investigation
of this literature as well as developing collaborative interdisciplinary practices would enrich our
understanding of these re-embodied interactions and possibly new generative practices in the
field of re-embodiment. KUBA is not alone in what it attempts to achieve. However, through the
process of its performance, however, it strongly calls all of us to reconsider our interactions with
technology in novel way. The embodied solutions to open ended task KUBA present generate
aesthetic level questions which can further inform practices with re-embodied systems. These
questions could serve as a point of departure for the interpretation of existing re-embodied works
and the creation of new ones. In the context of the question of identity addressed in this
document, engaging with these questions reveals the social and cultural values which are
implicitly represented in the identity and agency of the “bodies” of non-human interactive
electronic actors.
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Chapter 4: Auto-Ethnography of Experience with Interactive Electronic Systems
Introduction:
This chapter presents documentation of rehearsals and performances with various
interactive systems. These included Ben Carey’s improvising program _Derivations, Ravi
Kittappa’s previously discussed work KUBA, and a new work commissioned for this project,
Parable, by Peter Kramer. Video and audio documentation were collected throughout the
preparation process, during a performance on March 3rd, 2018, and one recording session after
the performance (April 8th, 2018). This portion of the project investigates musical encounters
between performer and technology performed social interactions. This chapter further reflects
upon and analyzes the nature of this sociality using auto-ethnographic and feedback response
methods. The works and materials created in this project therefore function dually as evidence
for this study as well as artistic creations in their own right.171
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Working from these perspectives, in this chapter I detail my artistic objectives in working
with these systems and how these did or did not manifest in performance. Additionally, I report
my attitudes and perceptions of my interactions with these systems in rehearsal in performance.
Using these as evidence, I ultimately argue that my work in this project reveals that a generous
and empathetic approach to interaction opens up new artistic possibilities in terms of agency and
liveness. These interactions are read using Tracy McMullen’s theory of the Improvisative. This
reading will serve as the basis for understanding how the identity of both human and non-human
musicians can be articulated, deepened, and related to other non-musical settings.
Methodological Context:
Practically, this chapter seeks to address is the relative lack of performer’s perspectives in
descriptions and analyses of interactive electronic music. The history of field of interaction in
electronic music is relative contemporary to the emergent interactive musical examples
examined in chapter one. As such, many of the methodologies for evaluating interaction in
traditional computational settings are often adopted for musical interactions. When these
frameworks are referenced in musical communities working on human-computer interaction,
such as NIME, they present several problems. First, the language used to evaluate these
principles reflects certain power dynamics and hierarchies born out of commercial necessity. For
instance, the word “user” is consistently and pervasively used to describe the human actor in the
system. While certain types of nuanced interactions can arise between human and computer in
this model, there is an implicit establishment of dominance by the human. This model is,
therefore, problematic for research which wishes to assess interactions with systems where
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agency is more evenly distributed or even concentrated in the non-human actor. These terms and
relationships do not accurately reflect the nature and labor performed by each actor in a
performance.
The review of music specific sources was similarly vacant of the performer’s perspective.
While mixed identity accounts for this lacuna (i.e. composer performer, or technologist
performer), much of the literature reviewed discussed topics relevant for those creating and
theorizing about these interactive systems. Missing or implicitly undervalued is the act of
performing, in favor of the act of creation or composition. As a result, the social and cultural the
identities of creator, inventor, or composers are often highlighted. This is problematic for
“academic” perspectives in which those that do perform often contextualize their outside of
performance. George Lewis, among others mentioned in chapter two, stands as a notable
exception. 172 However, these are perhaps best conceived of the exceptions which prove the rule.
These are perhaps the closest models with which this research builds from.
The question then arises, why is the performer’s perspective important in this field? What
does the performer need to know for their perspective to be valuable? The performer’s
perspective is valuable because little is known about what happens on a theoretical level from the
performer’s perspective. Many frameworks which would purport to comment on this are, again,
from the perspective of those designing these technologies. However, extensive ethnographic
research into what the identity of these performers has not generally been completed.
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One explanation can be found in the type of training and “labor” needed to perform
music with electronics. While some systems and programs are quite easy to operate, others have
a reasonably steep learning curve. In institutional settings, training in these programs is not
typically offered as a matter of course to those in performance tracks. Financial factors may also
serve as a barrier to entry, both on the part of individual performers and institutions. Although
this rapidly changing, it has historically been difficult for individuals who have more exclusive
backgrounds in performance to begin and sustain a practice of performing with electronics of any
kind. None-the-less, the number of self-identified performers grows year to year, facilitated by
ever expanding venues and communities.173
The strongest reason to pursue a study of performers is for the limited perspective of
identities offered to the general public in their interactions with technology. Drawing again from
the evaluation of HCI and even some Musical HCI literature, the general relegation of most
interactive technologies as tools used by humans represents a limited view of interactivity.174
While it is nearly impossible to imagine technology which is completely free and outside of
human influence, there are practices which approach a more equal conception of agency. Lewis’
discussion of his work draws attention to this issue of identity, and his reviews of specific
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computing cultures illuminates new ways of conceptualizing autonomous, high agency
interactive musical technologies.
What does such a study hope to illuminate? Given the assumption that any technology
reflects its creator, the creation of new technologies and the articulation of more new, specific
identities are, therefore, inextricably linked. 175 A study of performers interactions with
technology can be seen as a vehicle for enacting and performing self-reflection in cases of
similarity, and dialectical discourse in cases of difference. Recognizing this will hopefully
deepen and nuance current musically oriented discussions and criticisms of electronic music.
This could allow for a more detailed, authentic artistic representation of identities through
performance with technologies. Furthermore, information and knowledge gathered from both of
these previous practices may inform non-musical interactions or expressions of identity about
technology more broadly in 21st century.
Generating new works which explored the various types interaction examined in this
project was deemed critical. Quite practically, the main objective in commissioning these new
works was to have more material to study. This was particularly true for embodied or reembodied interactions as there were few extant works which explored these issues. Additionally,
creating artistic works which could fill the gaps left in HCI research as well as Lewis’ work on
improvisation and identity was seen as important. Most importantly, as a musician and artist,
curiosity, exploration, and discovery are important and gratifying parts of the creative process.
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Therefore, it was only natural to find other mediums with which to “discuss” these issues beyond
the stereotypical academic venues.
The Performative and Improvisative in Electronic Music
In reflecting upon my interactions with these interactive systems, the theory of the
improvisative seemed to characterize many of my actions, thoughts and intentions. This concept
offered by Tracy McMullen is derived from Jacques Derrida and Judith Butler’s notion of the
performative.176 In the performative, a person or subject is legitimized through the recognition of
their actions by others. In this model, only persons or subjects who can be described or
“recognized” by “others” can be said to exist. This disallows the possibility of change or free
expression by those persons or subjects which are placed under such and authoritative gaze.
Additionally, this disposition solidifies or reifies the power and characteristics ascribed to the
“other.” McMullen argues that this places undue focuses on the “gaze” of recognizers over the
recognized. 177
The improvisative considers the flexibility and possibility of change in the person or
subject. This paradigm prioritizes the subject’s generosity, or what they can give to the other, not
what the other will recognize.178 McMullen argues that an improvisative disposition shifts the
focus to the possibility of the self or subject over the “other.” This potentially allows for the
formation of previously unrecognizable, “unthinkable,” or impossible identities. McMullen’s
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explains the improvisative using an account of observing a homosocial, all female environment
in which the participants are able to flexibly explore their identity and generosity with limited
concern for judgement or recognition.
Technology has historically, but particularly in the computer age, been characterized as
“other.” Descriptions of computers and those that use them often conjure images of erudite
individuals working with sophisticated looking equipment. These images could pertain to any
number of technologies and communities over the past century. However, beyond the affective
“otherness,” computers seem to “think” differently than humans. Precision and speed in various
computational processes, seem almost un-human. As Boolean arbiters of truth, such technologies
reveal the imprecision that is the human condition.179
In music, the pairing of electronic and acoustic sound sources can create a similar
othering effect. Human performers and agencies are nearly universally perceived as subjects or
“selves,” whereas electronic or technological agencies, by comparison seem foreign or
“othered.” Performers in these settings might therefore experience judgement or the gaze by
such a “comparatively” authoritative figure. Examples of this authority could be fixed media
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works, or instances where the response from “live electronics” are fairly limited. In these
instances, audiences are likely to view musical inconsistencies as errors and are likely to be
attributed to the human, not the technology. In a way, this gives the technological “gaze” a
similar, authoritative power to other parallel, socially constructed “gazes.”
Another aspect of this othering arises from issues of the modality of input and output by
music technology systems. In fixed media works, a performer can behave interactively with an
electronic part, however the electronics cannot respond or reciprocate. Even in cases where both
human and technological system can “listen” and sonically respond to one-another, the absence
of visual or other sensory cues can create the same alienating, or “othering” effect. Finally, it is
worth noting that while a system might possess inherent liveness or responsiveness, it too could
still be characterized as “other.” The comprehensibility, humanness of the content and form of a
systems’ responses, or rather the incomprehensibility or un-humanness could serve to other it as
well.
Conversely, the othering of a computer or musical “machine” might posit the human
performer in a position of higher relational power. The previously discussed identity of the
“user” implicitly regards technology as hierarchically inferior to the will of the human. This
position might view the un-humanness of a computer or technology as a sign of inferiority,
perhaps reversing the authoritative gaze. As previously stated, this position falls outside of the
scope of this research but is one worth acknowledging.
The above represent or suggest a hierarchical division of power and agency. As Lewis’
work demonstrates, however, not all human interactions with technology fit neatly into this
classification. His notions of heterarchy and multi-dominance are founded upon a similar type of
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homosocial equality. Each performer, human or non-human, has an equal voice or agency within
the system as a function of improvisation or the improvisative.
McMullen’s notion of the improvisative, functions similarly within a hierarchical or
heterarchical organizational systems in both fixed and live in electronic music. The scrutiny of
the technological gaze described in the previous paragraphs might force a performer in to a
“performative” disposition. From this, they might attempt to behave in ways which match the
electronics so as to be “recognized.” This recognition could come from the system itself in the
cases where the system responds to a performer’s input. However, in performance, this
recognition or gaze may come from an audience.
An improvisative disposition uses what is revealed by the technological “gaze” as the
source of generosity. At its most radical, the improvisative generosity can confer subjectivity on
an otherwise “objective” other, a position that was explored in the three following case studies.
In particular, the situatedness of the electronic systems allowed for this effect to occur. The
improvisative can also be applied to interactions with systems possess behaviors and
“intelligences” similar in quality or capabilities to the subject. While such systems are still
ostensibly “othered,” the power dynamic between the performer and machine is equalized, or
dynamic.
In this chapter, the terms agency and liveness are frequently used to describe my
interactions with the various systems their output. As discussed in chapter one, a system
possesses or demonstrates liveness if an observer or collaborator could safely assume that the
system’s behaviors were the result of processes generating novel results in real-time. As such,
liveness might also be associated with uniqueness and situatedness of system response within a
specific performance. Conversely, liveness is not typically associated with system response
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which are generic, not situated, unique or responsive to a specific performance. Some systems
authentically possess liveness, as their underlying sub processes afford these behaviors. If these
behaviors are expressed in performance, a system demonstrates liveness. Thus, in this context,
liveness is a product of concrete qualities a system possesses, the behaviors it demonstrates, and
the perception of a subject intelligence, usually a human.
The term agency is used in the following pages in two related sensibilities. The first is
used to describe the how much impact an actor’s actions will have in interactions. This sense of
agency is used to describe the fixed, re-embodied electronic systems found in Parable and
KUBA. An actor possesses low agency in a system interaction if their actions have relatively low
impact on the overall musical output. Conversely, an actor possesses high agency if their actions
have a high impact on the overall musical output. In Parable and KUBA, the agency of the
system was manifest both aurally and kinesthetically to the performer. The second sense of this
term refers to ability of an actor to have control over the direction and nature of these
interactions. This was used primarily in describing interactions with _Derivations which were
comparatively less formally structured.
Two terms related to agency and liveness are used to describe interpretive approaches
and audience perceptions of various actor actions. Ambiguity is used to describe moments when
the source of means of production of a sound is unclear. Plausibility describes instances where a
sound could have perceivably been produced by either actor. The possibility for demonstrated or
perceived liveness was found in moments where ambiguity and plausibility co-existed.
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KUBA
Ravi Kittappa’s work, KUBA has already been detailed in the previous chapter.
However, several notable changes were made between performances which occurred between
April 2016- May 2017 and the performance analyzed for this document. These include:
•

The use of a different speaker

•

The use of a different mouthpiece

•

The addition of an audio interface, allowing for a more powerful and louder signal

•

A generally broader, more open interpretation of the works instructions.

The speaker used in this performance was a small, cylindrical commercial grade blue-tooth
speaker. Its diameter was significantly smaller than the speaker I had used in previous
performances, necessitating the addition of high density foam wedges to keep the speaker in
place. As a result, more of the bell of the saxophone was open which resulted in more sound
emanating out of the bell of the instrument. Additionally, the speaker sat lower in the bell of the
instrument resulting in more interference from the body of the speaker itself when compared to
previous performances. The impact of this repositioning not only resulted in a louder sound from
the electronics, it also added a slight hint of pitch to the white noise sounds.
In previous performances of KUBA, I used a Selmer S90 170 mouthpiece. This mouthpiece
has a small tip opening, small square chamber, and short facing, which allowed for better
response of the multiphonics used in KUBA. For this performance, I used a Vandoren T20,
which has a wider tip opening, longer facing, and larger circular chamber. While less responsive,
this mouthpiece allows for a deeper sound and more nuanced range of volume and tone color.
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The aggregate impact of these two changes in addition to a stronger signal from the audio
interface had significant implications for volume in performances. In one rehearsal the electronic
sounds in section 2 became so loud that I was almost unable to play the saxophone. While the
levels were adjusted in performance, this was the most physical interference I had experienced
from the speaker in performance.
Preparing the work for this performance consisted of working to:
•

Integrate the sound of the saxophone in to the electronic sounds in pitched electronic
sections

•

Develop a more varied approach to interaction in the white noise with interruption
section

•

Attempting to create stronger, more compelling transitions between sections.

•

Use the above to create the impression of “liveness” in the electronic part
Achieving a more integrated, homogenous sound arose from a desire to create ambiguity

about the origins of the sounds in the piece. From this interpretive perspective, if a sound could
be convincingly perceived as coming from either the electronics or the saxophone, this could
create the impression of liveness in the electronic part. The increased the volume of the
electronic sounds would appear to facilitate the integration and ambiguity of sounds. For certain
sounds, such as such as soft multiphonic sounds and air sounds, this worked quite well.
However, louder multiphonics and single pitches tended to seem separate and clearly coming
from the saxophonist. Additionally, reviewing the documentation, certain visual cues clearly
signal that the saxophonist is making a sound. Specifically, inhalation, the movement of keys,
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and other physical cues link certain sounds to the agency of the saxophonist.180 Related to this,
any use of the foot pedal clearly signals to the audience that something is about to happen
because of the saxophonist. Even new listeners to electronic music will pick up on this
correlation of actions. Yet, when these cues were diminished, there is a slight ambiguity which
could suggest liveness.
Given these visual cues, liveness and the integration of sounds fall under the category of
embodied tasks from the previous chapter. From this, all previously mentioned gestures and
sounds are resources in solving these tasks. Therefore, the goal of achieving an integration of
sound is a key element for portraying embodied experience.
A potent example of this can be found in the multiphonics played in section 2. 181 In this
performance, I attempted to begin most gestures very softly to allow for the multiphonics to
emerge from the sound of the electronic files. In reviewing the documentation of this section, I
noticed that I struggled start the multiphonics softly in a controlled predictable manner. This was
evidenced by subtle changes in the electronic part which occurred from inaudible changes in air
and tongue pressure on the reed. These preparatory movements are thus an important part of the
integrated sonic gesture between saxophonist and electronics. As these movements are largely
obscured, it is also an opportunity by which the saxophonist’s embodied interactions with the
speaker can plausibly create the impression of liveness in the electronic part.

180

For a recording of KUBA from this performance, please reference:

https://www.youtube.com/edit?video_id=9_PLbCxD3Tg&video_referrer=watch
181

For a recording of this section, please listen to 4:40-6:40 at the following link:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9_PLbCxD3Tg&feature=youtu.be&t=280
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A second example from this section which produces a similar effect is when multiphonic
fingerings are used as key filtering.182 In this example, the key filtering changes the resonating
partials of the electronic part. Additionally, the same strategy of “preparing” the air pressure and
speed results in a subtle transformation of the sound which is not immediately identifiable as the
saxophonist. These manipulations blend with the key filtering, and multiphonics to create a
heightened sense of ambiguity of the provenance of the aggregate sound. As this transformation,
the saxophone and electronic part become more are clearly distinguishable, making it plausible
that either could have producing the “liveness” in this example.
It is important to clarify that in these two previous examples, the intent on my part was to
seek an integration of sound. Further working could be done to explore the way in which air
pressure can be used to heighten ambiguous nature of changes to the electronic sound.
Additionally, continued efforts to should be made to explore how the correlation between key
movements and changes to the electronic part can be exploited to similar ends.
Using more dynamic range of interactions with the interruptions to the white noise in
section 3 did indeed hint at liveness. In this performance, I attempted to both anticipate, react,
and ignore the electronic part to allow for the possibility perceiving both independence and
dialogue. This was most effective or easy to render in sections where frequent interruptions of
silence occurred. This randomness can be lost in multiple viewings performances of the work as
the electronic part does not change. However, the performer arguable has significant ability by
way of interpretation to give the impression of a “live” electronic part.

182

For an example of this, see the following link https://youtu.be/9_PLbCxD3Tg?t=339
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Finally, the transitions between audio files are another key area where liveness and
interaction can be established. Over many conversations with the composer, it was agreed that
the most desirable transition would give the impression of a seamless transition between audio
files. The musical challenge in this arise from the fact that at the low point of the cross-fade, it is
quite obvious that the material is changing. To counter this, I began triggering the cross-fade
ahead the ascending gestures which end each of the sub-sections in section 2 to obscure this.
This slight disassociation of action and effect is another area in which the nature of the electronic
part can be complicated.
Most analysis of how performers perceive and conceive of KUBA in performance was
established through the principles of embodiment and re-embodiment in the previous chapter.
Continued observations reveal that liveness in KUBA can be cultivated through an engagement
with embodied interactions which create ambiguity of causality and the plausibility of liveness.
Additionally, dialogic interactions are another possible area in which liveness can be cultivated.
Analyzing the agency in these actions and interactions is more complex than it might first
appear. As previously noted, much of the embodied aesthetic of KUBA can be engaged or
disengaged with at the discretion of the performer. The analysis above provides several
compelling reasons why this embodied interaction as well as the liveness generating actions are
important in creating interest and depth in a performance the work. However, the decision to
engage with these towards the end goal of creating the impression of liveness in KUBA ultimate
relies on the performer. A similar process is required in terms of agency. The decisions to
increase the volume and power of the input of the speaker place the performer in position of
lower power and agency compared to a “normal” performance. As was demonstrated in the
examples analyzed, there is a very real risk of struggle, adaptation, and compromise when these
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choices are made. However, they do yield tangible collaborative benefits through creation of new
possibilities in terms of sounds through interaction.
Thus, I perceived my interactions with the re-embodied system in KUBA as:
•

Fundamentally embodied

•

Contextualizing the electronic part

Parable
Peter Kramer’s Parable is written for tenor saxophone and electronics realized using an
implanted speaker, and two channel audio playback. I approached Peter in the Fall of 2017 about
writing a piece for the project’s central question of interaction. What emerged was a more poetic
interpretation of the research question, which expanded upon the kinds of interactions found in
KUBA. The resulting work explored different spaces which became possible when using the
implanted speaker along with two channel audio playback. Thus, Parable can be thought as
containing “interactions” in three separate locations:
•

A space within the saxophone, where the performer and speaker existed

•

The physical space containing the saxophone, saxophonist, and audience

•

A kind of electronic space which contains or bounds the previous physical space.

The electronic material sounding from the implanted speakers and the two channel
playback in the hall was derived from samples of my own playing. Some of this original sampled
material was minimally modified through addition of reverb and similar processing effects.
Other samples were heavily processed or layered, creating continuous drone like textures. The
form of the work is best divided into sections based on the saxophone material which are
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characterized by the electronic sounds. The electronic part consists of four cues which play fixed
audio files:
•

Cue 1 – begins first audio file with swells, arriving at: c. 3:10; c. 6:00; and one
ending the end final Circulatio section.

•

Cue 2 ~ 1’- Crossfades audio from previous cue from the implanted speaker to the
two-channel playback in the hall

•

Cue 3 ~ 1-3’- Introduces a new, looped audio file playing in the hall

•

Cue 4- Silences audio file sounding in Cue 3

The saxophone material is divided into four distinct parts:
•

Prelude/Postlude

•

Circulatio

•

Quasi-Chorale

•

L’evelation

Figure 4. Form Diagram of Parable. describing the sections of the work in relationship to the electronic sounds

The Prelude/Postlude material is played at the beginning and end of the work. The first
time, the material is play very softly consisting mostly of air sounds with occasional pitches and
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multiphonics emerging. At the end of the work, this material is played more quickly and with
more pitched material.

Figure 5. Parable Score Excerpt of the Prelude/Postlude material

The Circulatio material is the longest segment of the work, containing a variety of
gestures ranging from free-flowing melodies, fluttering repeated articulation, and subtle
multiphonics. This material roughly coincides with two peaks dynamic and textural peaks in the
electronic part.

Figure 6. Circulatio Material

Figure 7: Inhale/exhale gesture

When these peaks are reached, the performer then plays the Quasi-Chorale section (See
figure 8). In the first instance of the quasi chorale, the material is played at a soft dynamic, a soft
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airy tone color, and at a slow, rhythmically measured pace. After the second peak, the material is
played at tempo such that gestures indicated by the dynamic markings are clear and full,
generally resulting in a less metric approach. After each iteration of the chorale is complete, the
performer resumes the Circulatio material, picking up where they left off.

Figure 8. Quasi Chorale Material

Once the Circulatio material is complete, the performer triggers Cue 2 while playing the
l’elevation material (see figure 9). As the performer finishes this material is completed, the
performer triggers Cue 3 which abruptly changes the audio file playing to processed samples of
air-sounds. Finally, the performer triggers Cue 4 and immediately begins the Prelude/Postlude
material, concluding the piece.

Figure 9: Part IV l’evelation
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While Parable uses specific markings for dynamics, timbre, and articulation most of the
notated material in the saxophone part, particularly the Circulatio material, contains descriptors
such as “freely” or “unpredictable.” As such, the performer is given liberty over the pacing of the
material, allowing the work to unfold in a quasi-spontaneous. The limits to this were largely
established through rehearsals with the composer with the intent that each performance would
unfold differently each time. As a result, the electronic parts greatly informed the timing of each
gesture as well as the pace of the work.
On a large-scale formal level, this fluid structure is manifest in the relationship between
the electronic peaks and the playing of the Quasi Chorale material. Given the relative freedom of
interpretation, the electronics peaks will occur at slightly different points in the Circulatio
material. On a smaller scale, there are numerous small details in the thick drone texture which
can be both reacted to an anticipated. Thus, the indeterminacy of the work arises from the fixed,
inflexible nature of the electronic material and the relative flexibility of the performer.
Parable’s interactive quality partly arises from this indeterminate and improvisative
nature. Another important aspect of this interaction the integration of the electronic sounds with
the acoustic sounds of the saxophone. While the speaker did have sounds that could be identified
as distinctly “electronic, there were a number of sounds which were of ambiguous origin.
Playing with the ambiguity of source material became a major interpretative objective
throughout the work. In most cases, the source of the sound appears most ambiguous when the
visual cues from the saxophonist correspond to either the acoustic saxophone sounds or the
electronic sounds. While this objective of “integration” is similar to that found in KUBA, the
aesthetic limits of the work resulted in slightly narrower parameters. Additionally, the different
soundscapes required new approaches and yielded different types of sonic results.
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The most obvious case of this was in the opening of the Circulatio material.183 Here the
pre-recorded part consists of several recordings of the same Circulatio material found in figure 6.
While Kramer’s intent was for this material to sound like an echo, the electronic sounds can
sound as if they are coming from the saxophonist. This effect is likely achieved in this specific
case by resonance/amplification by way of the re-embodiment of my own playing of the tenor
saxophone.
In addition to the pitched material played in opening Circulatio material, inhalation and
exhalation were similar opportunities to exploit this perception. This physical gesture was
notated in the Prelude/Postlude material as well as the Circulatio (figure 5. and figure 6) and was
periodically included throughout the electronic part. This effect was most convincing when the
gesture was combined with breathy sounds made by the saxophonist, creating a homogenous and
blended texture. Furthermore, these sections usually contained less body and key movement by
the saxophonist, making plausible the possibility of either actor producing the sound.184 This
effect was also possible when the timbral texture of the saxophonist was more distinct from the
speaker, yet both sounds could plausibly made by either actor.185
If the objective of the performer is to behave generously around the electronic part in
terms of agency in this piece, then the physical movements are crucially important. In preparing

183

For an example of this, please watch from 1:04-2:20 at the following link:

https://youtu.be/H0pTjvjkpMY?list=PL-Aib_zO6vqt34EPXf9PyY9YswAEkKYPR&t=64
184

For this example please watch from 4:56-5:07

https://youtu.be/H0pTjvjkpMY?list=PL-Aib_zO6vqt34EPXf9PyY9YswAEkKYPR&t=298
185

For an example of this, please watch from 3:55- 4:08

https://youtu.be/H0pTjvjkpMY?list=PL-Aib_zO6vqt34EPXf9PyY9YswAEkKYPR&t=236
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Parable for performance, I had made a conscious effort to move as little as possible. The initial
reason for this was to highlight specific gestures about the saxophone such finger motion related
to pressing the keys of the instrument. In light of the previous analysis, this could apply to any
motion made with the body, but particularly those associated with the gestures of the sounds
found in the electronic part. On way to exploit this potential could include making so little
motion that the physical gesture for any sound is ambiguous as possible. Additionally, the
saxophonist could intentionally place false physical cues which correspond to either sound,
thereby creating ambiguity. Finally, the saxophonist could generate an oversaturation of cues,
creating a perhaps chaotic ambiguity.

Identity through the Performative and Improvisative in KUBA and Parable:
In reading my actions with these two re-embodied systems, a peculiar dialectic emerges
between the performative and the improvisative. On one side, my actions attempt to embody or
incorporate the speaker and sounds placed in to my saxophone and body concept. In terms of the
performative, this labels the re-embodied elements (speaker and sounds) as “other” which I then
reconcile with my own body. Conversely, my actions with these systems are generously
attempting to give or engender “liveness” in these systems. These actions seek to place the reembodied system on an equal or greater plane of power in our interactions, connoting an almost
“subjective” status.
In some of these performative moments, the “gaze” or presence of the electronic part
reveals bodily actions or tendencies which were previously undetectable or meaningless. Recall
how the slight changes in pressure resulted in changes in the electronic part in KUBA. In a
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similar way, remember how the presence of physical cues for breath in Parable and other
saxophonist generated sounds lessened the impact of electronic sounds. This “exposure” can
often result in the feeling of intense vulnerability on the part of the saxophonist in performance.
Additionally, the feeling of the speaker resonating inside of the saxophonist’s body can result in
a similarly vulnerable and invasive feeling.
The difference between moments of the performative and moments of the improvisative
are distinguished by how certain actions are used and to whom they are directed. In the
performative, the saxophonist simply allows actions or moments of conflict exposed by the gaze
of the electronics to exist. In McMullen’s terms, the saxophonist is recognized in these moments
by the electronic system. A performative interpretation would then seek out such moments which
exposes the body of the saxophonist and the presence of the re-embodied speaker. In this
paradigm, the saxophonist and speaker exist in generally separate spheres of influence. When
these areas of influence overlap, conflict occurs, a hierarchy is established, and in the end one is
clearly dominant over the other. This establishment of a static hierarchy becomes the end goal
for the performative.
In an improvisative and generous orientation, the performer can give in two senses. The
first would simply be an engagement with the revealed actions previously discussed. In KUBA,
everything “human” about a performer is revealed by the “gaze” of re-embodied electronic part.
These revealed actions identify the specific saxophonist and saxophone in performance. As such,
engaging with these actions would manifest in the articulation of the musical identity and
characteristics of the saxophone. In this paradigm, these actions are not specifically directed.
In an improvisative interpretation which attempts to create equal agency, generosity takes
the form of contributing to a shared identity co-constructed by the saxophonist and re-embodied
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system. Here, the saxophonist gives liveness and the re-embodied system “gives” the
saxophonist new means by which to express themselves. While moments of conflict will
necessarily arise in this transaction, the intent is different than a performative orientation.
A similar result emerges in reading Parable. Here the “gaze” of the electronic part
emerges not from the physical interaction as in KUBA, but with my pre-recorded saxophone and
breath sounds. The drone material does similarly expose and define the actions of the
saxophonist.186 When these recorded sounds are clearly identifiable, a dialogue between a fixed
version of my past self and my present self. This places the speaker and the sounds it produced in
the nebulous region between other and a representation of self.
In an improvisatively oriented interpretation, the main actions or interactions by the
generous performer are intercessory or accommodating on behalf of what the re-embodied
system cannot do.
While the sounds being used in Parable are undeniably based of the instrument, the
“agency” (speaker) which produces does not have “control” over the body it inhabits. This
creates an internal dialogue which takes place within the body of the saxophone, but is ultimately
articulated by the human which is operating it. Such a practice again places the performer in a
position of vulnerability as their body functions as the vehicle of expression for not one entity,
but two.

186

However, as they are not kinesthetically engaging, they do not represent a moment of engagement

between saxophonist and electronics.
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_Derivations:
Ben Carey designed _Derivations as an, “…interactive performance system for solo
improvising instrumentalist.”187188 Designed in MAX/MSP, the system builds databases of
sounds in real-time by “listening” to the human performer. This material is parsed into segments,
called phrases, stored in a buffer, and analyzed for use in the current improvisation or future
improvisations. These phrases are analyzed for their pitch content, loudness, brightness, and
noisiness which serve as means for comparison to other pre-recorded phrases and new material
created by the human improviser. Similar to Lewis’ Voyager, _Derivations uses averages of each
of these four descriptive categories to inform statistical and Boolean selection processes of
phrases for use in performance. If selected for performance, a phrase is then sent to one of three
synthesis modules for use in performance: four identical, yet independent, phase vocoders; a
granular synthesis module (granulator); and a spectral re-synthesizer (Pitch Models). The
modules can be activated or triggered by the actions by the performer or the by the density level
which determines the number of triggers or actions which can be started at any given time.

187

Benjamin Carey, “Designing for Cumulative Interactivity: The _Derivations System” 12th Conference

on New Interfaces for Musical Expression Ann Arbor Michigan (2012).
http://www.nime.org/proceedings/2012/nime2012_292.pdf
188

Benjamin Carey, Derivations Accessed July 25, 2018. http://derivations.net/ Documentation and

support for _Derivations can be found at the website linked in the citation above.
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Figure 10: The Graphic User Interface for _Derivations

One key feature of _Derivations which was not explored in this performance is the ability
to pre-load previous improvisation session through a function called session databases. These
databases allow for the curation of recordings and information about phrases recorded in
previous improvisations to be used as the source material for new performances. For practical
reasons, this was not explored in preparation for performances. Additionally, for analytical
purposes, this allowed for evaluation of interactions as the accumulation of all material by the
system could be observed in performance.
From a performer’s perspective, the most important aspects of learning how to improvise
with _Derivations come from learning how the system decides how to segment musical phrases,
what information is gathered about these and how this is rendered by the four aforementioned
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modules. In _Derivations, phrases are determined in one of two settings: an attack/release
threshold; or Force Phrase Threshold (Figure X). In the attack/release setting, a phrase begins
recording once the input volume has surpassed a certain level and end once it has dropped below
another level (see the red box below). The force phrase setting uses the same attack release
parameters, but adds a maximum time limit for each phrase (see blue box below). For both of
these settings, the length of time the input signal must remain below the release threshold before
starting a new phrase can be specified (see green box).

Figure 11- Phrase segmentation controls

These settings are, from the performer’s perspective, the way the system hears and
fundamentally listen to their input. A performer can tailor these to the specific character of an
improvisation in terms of the general volume or length of phrase material they chose to play.
However, despite this flexibility, a performer should be aware of when they are playing in a
manner which works with or against these settings. Examples of this might be when the
performer plays phrases which are significantly longer than the force phrase or when the silence
threshold is not set appropriately.
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_Derivations selects phrases largely based on timbral information stored with each
phrase. However, there a number of parameters which can influence how the system will read
this information which impact interaction in performance. These parameters exist at two
different levels: the global level controls, and the module level controls. Global controls provide
options to manipulate the system’s overall characteristics as well how often each module is
activated and what triggers its activation. Related to these global level controls are the density or
triggering controls. The density level can be set to one specific level for an entire performance or
set to follow the curve of an xy line graph via the Density Trajectory window. This second
option is perhaps the best way to curate duration specific performances with _Derivations.
At the module level control, the controls available most directly impact the sounds
produced by the manipulation of a phrase. These controls offer the most nuanced way for a
performer to “prepare” _Derivations for performance. Doing so, however, is quite time
consuming and complex, especially in terms of determining how module level changes will
impact the overall sound of the system in performance. One of the compelling elements about
working with _Derivations is this deep possibility for nuanced expression by the system. This
customization however, is time consuming, so many of the settings used in this performance
were derived from presets saved as initialization files with the software. This allowed for a
relatively controlled setting by which the impact my actions could be assessed on a fairly equal
terms.189

189

The initializations used in these performances were the IRCAM-init-transpose and IRCAM-init files

included in the standard distribution of _Derivations.
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Each of these improvisation in this project was run using one of the standard
initializations included with the MAX/MSP distribution of _Derivations. These settings were
generally found to be relatively reactive and active in performance. Additionally, each of these
improvisations kept the density level fixed at a relatively high value throughout the performance
and did not make use of the Density Trajectory feature. As such, it was necessary to work with a
human operator at the _Derivations GUI in order to begin and end each improvisation. This
human operator also used a midi controller to monitor the global and module audio levels in
performance. This was done so as to protect the equipment, but also to curate the balance or
presence of responses by the system. Finally, these improvisations used no pre-recorded material
or sessions, meaning that _Derivations began with no information pre-loaded in to it.
The process of preparation for the performance can be divided into three separate
categories: troubleshooting and debugging, logistical preparations, and rehearsal. As with any
technologically involved performance, much of the preparation time was unfortunately spent
troubleshooting and figuring out the logistics of the performance. This non-rehearsal time was,
however, crucially valuable to this as it afforded a deeper understanding of the musical
underpinnings of the system. These “offline” interactions took place in two contexts: reading
documentation about the system including exploring the user interface, and “play” sessions
during which I would vocalize with the system using headphones. This information informed
more “formal” rehearsals with saxophone and a full sound system (speakers, audio interface etc.)
Reading the documentation and exploring the user interface facilitated an understanding of the
system sufficient to get it started. However, deeper knowledge came from the vocalizing sessions
which functioned as both a means of quickly trouble shooting but also informed an early
understanding of the interactivity of the system.
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Full scale rehearsals permitted logistical trouble shooting for issues such as the balance,
microphone placement, and general stage setup. These settings also served as a collective
rehearsal period for the performer, myself, and the operator. In these settings, we could discuss
the aforementioned issues but also how to communicate when a performance ought to end. For
the recital performance, pre-determined lengths of time for each improvisation were established.
Eye contact between the performer and operator was used to signal that the improvisation was
ending. At that point, the performer and operator attempted to create an “ending” to the piece. In
later rehearsals, the computer operator experimented with adjusting the attack release parameters
during performance. This resulted in a more dynamic system response as the input which was
registered or recognized by the system was more diverse. Attempts were made to have the
operator trigger certain modules manually during performance. Some examples of this can be
seen in the performance videos documenting rehearsal sessions after the performance.
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Each improvisation in this project served as a means to experiment with slightly different
interactive models. What resulted were three, sonically distinct improvisations on three different
saxophones:
•

A drone like, timbrally dense texture performed on Baritone Saxophone190

•

An experimental jazz inspired improvisation using textural and pitch gestures on
Alto Saxophone191

•

A melodically oriented, soloist accompaniment improvisation on Soprano
Saxophone192
o This concept was additionally recorded on Alto

My actions with _Derivations in the improvisations cultivated from can broadly
described as:
•

Initiating the generation of new material or directions in the improvisation

•

Responding to perceivably novel contributions by the system

•

Moments of co-contribution to an environment of sound

In the first improvisation concept, the artistic focus was to create a sonic environment
from which dialogue or conversational interactions could emerge. This concept capitalized on
the systems’ force-phrase feature, which allowed for a drone like texture to be established at the
beginning. In transitioning to and from the drone like texture to the gestural dialogue actions, I

190

https://youtu.be/7lS5WSZfX04?list=PL-Aib_zO6vqt34EPXf9PyY9YswAEkKYPR

191

https://youtu.be/5UQOg98ZGoo?list=PL-Aib_zO6vqt34EPXf9PyY9YswAEkKYPR

192

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WSNZV1StQ6M&index=5&list=PL-

Aib_zO6vqt34EPXf9PyY9YswAEkKYPR
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attempted to both contribute to actions by the system as well as serve as a counterpoint or
accompaniment.193 This resulted in the middle section of the improvisation being fairly dialogic
and chaotic.194 To end the improvisation, I began slowly transitioning back to the opening drone
material in the hopes the system would follow this lead.195
The second improvisation concept performed on Alto explored letting the system take
near total control in “leading” the improvisation. The choice to start with key clicks and air
sounds was done to deliberately exploit the pitch models resynthesizing the spectral content of
any sound. Thus, although the input was initially unpitched, the system would eventually
interpolate a pitch response.196 Once a pitched response was established, I began responding to
and increasing in intensity the timbral, textural, and pitch density of my responses. This created
something of a feedback loop between my responses in the system’s response, generating
moments of dense global texture.197 This improvisation used the same formal approach as the
first, returning to the opening key click material. The system did follow this but, having more
material to draw from this time, included related pitch material.198

193

For an example of this, please watch from 0:55-2:23 seconds at the following link

https://youtu.be/7lS5WSZfX04?list=PL-Aib_zO6vqt34EPXf9PyY9YswAEkKYPR&t=53
194

For this example please watch from 3:10-6:30

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7lS5WSZfX04&feature=youtu.be&list=PLAib_zO6vqt34EPXf9PyY9YswAEkKYPR&t=190
195

5:40-7:00 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7lS5WSZfX04&feature=youtu.be&list=PL-

Aib_zO6vqt34EPXf9PyY9YswAEkKYPR&t=190
196

0:00-1:18 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5UQOg98ZGoo

197

1:18-3:10 https://youtu.be/5UQOg98ZGoo?t=79

198

4:50-5:23 (end) https://youtu.be/5UQOg98ZGoo?t=291
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In the final, improvisation concept was conceived as a melody played by myself which
was both accompanied by the electronics. Given the textural and timbral purity of my input
compared to the previous examples, the system’s responses resembled an echo of my melodic
lines. The end of this improvisation was conceived as a moment for the electronic part to sound
on its own.199 In this relatively short improvisation, the system was only able to accumulate a
small amount of material an analytic information. Thus, although the system did manage to play
by itself for a period, it was not able to sustain new or continued sound production without
additional input.
The second and third improvisational concepts were explored in a recording session after
the recital which experimented with the global level controls and the density trajectory. These
were conducted using a fixed 7-minute improvisational form. 200 By experimenting with the
global parameters, the characteristic “sound” of the system began to emerge. This was
particularly true as the parameters around the granulator shifted its response to a very distinct
“electronic” or “electronically” processed sound. At times this was consistent the texture that I
desired to create, at others it didn’t fit the aesthetic of the sounds or phrases I was producing. It
was in these moments where I experienced something close to what I consider frustration or
impatience in my interactions with the system. Ironically, I was the one to make those changes to
the system, so perhaps I really should have been frustrated with myself.

199

2:20 3:10 (end) https://youtu.be/WSNZV1StQ6M?list=PL-

Aib_zO6vqt34EPXf9PyY9YswAEkKYPR&t=140
200

https://youtu.be/FGVINFZf9Nk
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The experiments with the density trajectory included creating moments where the system
would drop out entirely and longer buildups to peak density. The former had an interesting effect
as it allowed for my generation of new material without having to consider its context. It also
afforded the system the opportunity to “listen” to this new material. When the system comes
back in, it resulted in a much denser, more concentrated, and nuanced response.201 From the
performer’s perspective, the effects of the density curve were most noticeably perceived in large
sudden changes of the density value. While slow, gradual rates of change in the density value did
have some impact, they did not seem to consistently render this effect sonically.

Performing and Improvising with _Derivations:
For a classically trained performer, even one with playing aleatoric, indeterminate, and
highly complex contemporary music, first performances with _Derivations can be incredibly
challenging. Interacting with an improvising system with a similarly complex musical language
without any visual feedback posed many difficulties. Many of the physical gestures which can
provide insight into what another person is doing or will do are absent in _Derivations. One
strategy which inadvertently helped mitigate this problem of the disembodied performer was the
vocalizing rehearsals. In these rehearsals, I would vocalize while looking at the graphic user
interface. In doing so, I was able to develop a sense of when a phrase was or was not recorded.
Likewise, by opening up the triggering window, I was able to see which phrases were in use by
any given module at once.

201

2:55-4:50 https://youtu.be/FGVINFZf9Nk?t=173
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This connection of visual stimuli with aural processes allowed for my listening to the
system to be more nuanced than if I had rehearsed with the system using only aural cues. The
most useful skills developed were:
•

An awareness of and ability to identity the kinds of sounds produced by each
module

•

An ability to recognize specific phrases repeated by the system

•

An ability to self-monitor in terms of phrase length and volume

As was previously alluded to, the sounds _Derivations made in these performances were
generated exclusively sounds that I made playing saxophone. Certain system responses sounded
more like me or an extended saxophone than they did a unique sound. However, certain sounds
generated by _Derivations do sound ostensibly unique or different from the source which created
them. This was particularly true for responses generated by the granulator and pitch models.
While I do not have direct memory of intentionally anticipating the system responses, there are
moments of synchronization which might suggest that a kind of intuition or anticipatory
sensibility developing. This effect can be observed at numerous points in the previous noted
videos.
One of the key aesthetic problems faced in performance with _Derivations in this
configuration was how to introduce new material into an improvisation. Given how the system
stores, processes, and implements new material, a performer would need to generate a sufficient
number of phrases which were of a different character in order to “change” the way the system
played. Doing this in a manner which “worked” was often challenging and resulted in
improvisations which stayed in one particular type of sound. Using a pre-recorded session
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database, this is theoretically less problematic as the system could quickly relate new performer
input to large numbers of phrases.202
In any case, in most interactions with _Derivations I felt that it was my responsibility to
guide the direction or form of the improvisations. Once this direction had been established, I felt
less of a responsibility to continuously generate “new” content. In these moments, I switched to
more dialogic or reactionary actions focused on interesting contributions by the system. Initially,
it seemed that consistently guiding the system to these states where it could develop the new
content and directions would be an ideal practice. However, in performance, most of the work or
labor of making changes in the music fell on the performer. Again, this would likely function
differently in a situation where _Derivations had a sufficiently large session database.

The Performative, the Improvisative, and Agency in _Derivations
Underpinning any of a performance or improvisation with _Derivations is a fundamental
question of the identities present. Unlike Parable and KUBA, _Derivations very clearly possess a
certain degree of subject intelligences and behaviors. Once _Derivations acquires musical
content, it can operate relatively autonomously, freely making associations between stored

202

An example of one such performance can be found at the following link. It features a performance by

saxophonist Joshua Hyde and the composer, Ben Carey. In this video, a session database is likely being used as the
sounds heard in this performance are significantly more diverse than those produced by Hyde.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V8pJLWnEIFE
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phrases.203 However, the full “nature” of _Derivations is arguably only expressed when a human
performer is present generating new content. Thus, _Derivations’ agency is not wholly, but
significantly contingent on the human performer.
Necessarily, agency underpins much of how performative and musical labor functions
between the performer and system in a performance of _Derivations. This is agency is foremost
a product of the capabilities of the system and performer. However, as _Derivations draws
heavily upon the human performer’s sounds and actions, it is situated at a comparatively lower
level of relation power. Thus, the performer must ultimately choose to cede power and agency
during performance in order for _Derivations to acquire any. Furthermore, as demonstrated in
the previous analysis of the documentation, continually yielding to new aesthetic responses by
_Derivations often leads to a closed feedback loop. This often necessitates taking risks to
actively play something very different to what the system response
The three improvisation concepts performed demonstrate possible means of treating
agency in performance. The baritone saxophone improvisation concept conferred upon the
system equal status, as I considered both myself and the system as part of a sonic environment.
The second improvisation could be considered a surrendering of agency as I attempted to “follow
the lead” of the system. The final improvisation represents a blend between the environmental
conception of the first improvisation and a complete assertion of my dominance.
Underpinning most of these interactions was my concession of control to the system,
adopting at times passive or reactionary interactive strategies. Even these approaches underscore

203

The _Derivations patch contains an auto-triggering function which theoretically allows the work to

generate responses independent of the performer.
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my perceived sense choice as well as expectation of how _Derivations should behave. This
might serve as evidence for the performative, where I must confer recognition on _Derivations.
This orientation is evidence by my frustration in the recording session after the recital.204 An
improvisative orientation would consider what _Derivations is “giving” to any interaction. This
is best evidenced in the second improvisation concept, where the form and content of the
improvisation was largely directed by _Derivations.
Underscoring these relational power structures demonstrated by the form of the
interactions is their content. In my performances with _Derivations, and in many others, the
content of the electronic sounds created a kind of processed dialogue with myself. In this
interpretation of _Derivations, these same power relationships are enacted between
a processed past and live present.205 The use of session databases would allow for the curation of
this past. However, in most instances, the material used is relatively unadulterated, particularly
when rendered by the phase vocoders. This “recognition” of self in the machine could often
serve as the grounds for an empathetic or reflective moment. In these moments, recognition of

204

At the time of recording, I was generally unhappy with performance documented in this portion of the

video. This unhappiness and frustration was caused by _Derivations frequent use of the granulator when responding
to my input. I viewed these responses as “inconsistent” with the aesthetic and trajectory of the improvisation which I
had planned. This incongruence was, however, caused by changing of several of the system response paradigm
which caused the granulator to be triggered more often than other modules. 7:03-14:20
https://youtu.be/FGVINFZf9Nk?t=423
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the implicit tendency towards the performative or improvisative orientation in interactions
speaks volumes about the personality of the human performer.
Generally, however, I still perceived sounds created by the granulator and pitch models
as more created by _Derivations than myself. This was perhaps the most immediate way in
which the system could be perceived as an “other.” Furthermore, the lack of visual input in
performance initially created a mismatch in the capabilities of input/output modalities. The
system had relatively sophisticated and direct means of hearing my contributions. Conversely, as
I did not perform with a monitor, I was often placed behind the speakers so as to prevent
feedback. As a result, the system could likely “hear” me, better than I could it.206
Reading _Derivations through Tracy McMullen’s conceptions of the performative and
the improvisative reveals multifarious nature of the identities and agencies present in
performance. The agency of these identities can shift constantly throughout a performance and
between performances. Thus, the contextual “gaze” will constantly highlight different qualities
of both the human and system in performance. Ultimately, interactions with _Derivations
ultimately serve to reveal and re-contextualize the identities of the human performer and the
system itself.

206

This issue underscores of much of the performance of electronic music.
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Conclusions: Social Culture, Aesthetics, and Empathy
At the conclusion of his article “Too Many Notes: Computers, Complexity and
Culture in Voyager,” George Lewis remarks, “Rather than asking if computer can be creative
and intelligent... Voyager asks us where our own creativity and intelligence might lie- not “How
do we create intelligence?” but “How do we find it?” Ultimately, the subject of Voyager is not
technology itself or computers at all, but musicality itself.” Lewis has extended this argument in
other writings, calling for continued investigation of improvisation as a context for interaction207,
arguing for the sociality interaction with computers, and how these comment on human nature
itself.208
The direct ethnographic work in this document confirms many of Lewis’ theories about
interactions between humans and various technologies. However, the investigation in this
chapter, and document as a whole, has revealed that interaction and improvisation is not
exclusively found between subject intelligences. Rather, any musical interaction with technology
is inherently a process of complex negotiation between agencies. These are often far more
complex and socio-culturally informed than traditional creator-object or user- object
relationships with technology can afford.
Fully acknowledging this complexity requires complicating these traditional perspectives
and admitting new ones. Recalling the demonstration of Google Duplex from the first pages of
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this document, what might the human secretary have said about the interaction? Perhaps that
Duplex was kind, polite, or perhaps a bit impatient. Or, how do Duplex’s computational
processes and actions, regardless of their human perceptibility, demonstrate an equally valid
perspective?
If the identity of technological agencies in performance is complex and socially culturally
situated, when and how these entities are or are not “othered” is revealing. This is true not only
in how view the various actors involved in the technologies creation and performance, but how
we treat their identity agency when it is revealed. Many elements of “interactive” electronic
music which demonstrate agency, liveness in particular, are not innate qualities of a “machine.”
Rather they reveal that the perception of the machines is often times more powerful than what
the machine is “technically” doing.
In these moments, this document has revealed that empathy and generosity reveal
creative “intelligence.” For us humans, enacting empathy and generosity requires observing,
listening, and thinking more openly about what technologies are doing in performance.
Particularly, what we think they are doing. Furthermore, considering the body or bodies of these
technologies may allow for the application of other methodologies and theories, such as queer,
feminist, and disability studies209, to be fruitfully applied.
Ultimately, the process of rethinking these interactions with technology allow us as
humans to find new, more authentic ways of articulating our own multivalent and intersectional
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Joseph N. Straus, Extraordinary Measures: Disability in Music (New York: Oxford University Press,

2011). For those unfamiliar with the field of disability studies and, in particular, how it relates to music, Joseph N.
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identities. Most importantly, reflecting on these interactions can allow us to listen to and interact
more empathetically and compassionately with “other” human beings.
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